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1. The history of the Army Ground Forces as a com nd wAs
prepared during the course of the war and cmpleted inediately
thereafter. The studies prepared in Headquarters Anr Ground
Forces, were written by professional histortans, three of whom
served as commissioned off'icers, ad one as a civilian. The
histories of the subordinate comitands were prepared y ,historica
officers, who except in Second Arqr, acted as such in additim
to other dutiee

2. From ft first, the history was designed pimrily for
the Aimy Its object is to give an account of what was dorA
from the point of view of the comiand preparing the histryi
including a candid, and factual account of difficulties$ mistakes
recogized as such, the means by which, in the opinion of those
concerned, they might have been avoided, the measures used to
overcome them, and the effectiveness of such measures. The
history is not intended to be laudatory.

3. The history of the Army Ground Forces is composed of
monographs on the subjepts selected, and of two volumes in ,which
an overall history is presented.. A separate volume is devoted
to the activities of each of the major subordinate comiandse

4. In order that the studies may be made available to
interested agencies at the earliest possible date, they are
being reproduced and distributed in manuscript form. As such
they must be regarded as drafts subject to final editing and
revision. Persons finding errors of fact or -important omissions
are encouraged to cmmunicate with the Cors-anding General, Arxy
Grod Forces, Attention: Historical Section, in order that
corrections may be made prior to publication in printed form by
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PR7ATORT NOTE

This study was written b Major Bell I. Wiley while a member of
the Historical Section., Headquarters Arzy Ground Forces. Majcr Wiley
is presently Chairiman of the Department of History, Louisiana State
University*

This study is a prsentation of the problems peculiar to the
training of separate ground force units-as distinguished from the-
problem of training divisions. It is written from the point of view
of Headquarters Anr Ground Forces.

Special mention is due the members of the General and Special
Staff' Sections of this headquarters who provided mch of the material,
and collaborated in the preparation of the study.
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fl.TPDlYJCTION

Nondivisiona3. units aotivated and trained by the Army Ground Forces
(AG?) were of two principal typest combat and sqrvioe. Combat units
consisted -mainly of antiaircraft, cavalry, coast artillery, field artil-
lery, infantry; tank and tank d1estroyer ozganizationso 'Sryioe units
included machine records, medical, military police, ordnanle., anid quark.
t~emaster organizations. Chemical, enginser, and signal units we*b in
-one or the other of these olasse dependin. on the natureothi
functions and associations. The ratio of combat to service units inI Army Ground Forces varied from timi to times,'but duringthe first year
of thi AG? period the.-aggregate st rength of the former was roughly twice
that'of the latter. Subsequently, there warn an increase in the relative
strength of the combat unitsi in ?t1 Iy Ground Forces. Throuighout 1944 and
the earl.y months of 1945 approximately three-f ou"n cuf nondiisioa

£ strength in .Anny. Ground Forced was in combat uiiits..

The enlisted strength (acotua) of AG? nondiviuional. uttits in the
United States on 30 Jun. 1942 was abcut 300,000. Six months later the
figure had pissed the half-million markc, and on*30 June 1943; it was
about 800,000, the highest point attained during the ALTF period, On
31 Deceamr 1943 nondivisiona. ewlisted strength (actual) ha~d fallen to
about 650,000j on 31 July 1944 the figure val 320,989; on 31 Decsber
1944, 1912122; and on 31 March 1945, 31,397.'

In 1942 the strength of these "ppare parts3 with the Armay Ground
Forces was oonsiderably less than that of divisions, but early A.A 1943
the gap began to close, and in 1944 the strength curve of divisions
fell below that of niondivisional units, In the aggregate the strength
Of spare'parts'trained by Ai Ground Forces exceeded that of divisions*
The table of organization (T/0) strength of AdW-type nondivIsional units
active in the Troop Basis "in the United Statea and abroad) on 31 March
1945 was 1,468,941 officers and men, while tht of divisions was'only
1,194,398, a ratio of approxdiately 15 to 12.14

On 30 April 1942 there were appraximately seven hundre 4 nondivision-
al units scattered throughout the Arm Ground Force domain*;' Those en-

ggd In basic training w~re guided by, mobilizatifn training programs
(U to'), prepared during the GHQ period by chiefs of the appropriate

. Arm or service* Those in advanced period, units' followed weekly schedules
* drawn up by their own comanders in aocordano with directives of a very

general nature issued by higher headquarte rs.

* Higher superyision of training of spare parts organizations during
the ear'ly AO? period was left almost whlly to armis, corps, couiands,
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and centers. Ibis situation was attributable to three principal causes:
(1) The AUF staff was too much absorbed in setting up headquarters or-
ganizations and procedures for its rapidly expanding strength to permit
close attention to field activities; inspections had to be held to a
minimum. (2) Divisions were given a higher priority than spare parts
on the theory that the latter cpuld be trained in less time and with
less difficulty than the former. (3) Supervision of service units
suffered from the fact that the initial AGF organixttion did not provide
s"eofal staff sections, except for military police.'

The emphasis on large units was responsible in part for the failure
to set up a systematic scheme for the activation of spare parts similar
to the well-charted procedure adopted in early 1942 for the building of
divisions. Officers for nondivisional units wae sometimes designated
and given special training prior to activation day, but there was no
provision for systematic schooling of either commissioned or elisted
cadre.8 Personnel shortages and the mad scramble for units produced by
a plan for a cross-channel invasion of Europe in the spring of 1943,
then effective, would doubtless have vitiated any pre-drawn scheme for
builaing nondivisional units. The mere existence of such a system, how-
ever, might have forestalled some of the confusion, and when the man-
power crisis abated in late 1942 the system could have been invoked
immediately. No chart for building nondivisional units was published
until 18 March 1943. Its- effects were not realizable until snmer be-
cause iniiial steps in the creation of units had to be taken three
months prior to activation day.9

The spare parts dituation was complicated further in the early AGF
period by failure of the Vhr Department in the reorganization of 9 March
1942 to fix clearly as between Services of Supply (SOS) and Amy Ground
Forces the responsibility for training service unite. In April, and
again in ay,. the Chief of Staff, AM Ground Forces, requested clari-
fication of this troublesome matter.l On 30 May the War Department
laid down the principle that in general "the using command will train
a unit°. In elaborating this policy these rules were set forth: (1)
The Commanding General, Army Air Forces, would train all units serving
with the Air Forces. (2) The Commanding General, Services of Supply,
would train units organised to operate installations and activities con-
trolled by him and those units organized in the United States solely for
Services of Supply installations and activities in overseas garrisons,
bases, and theaters. (3) Commanding generals of Defense Comands and
independent commands would be responsible for the traini'.; of units as-
signed to them. (4) The Comanding General, Army Ground Forces, would
be responsible for the training of all units, not. falling in the above
categories. (5) By mutual.agreement the commanding generals, Army Air
Forces, Army Ground Forces, and Services of Supply might transfer to
one another the responsibility for training certain units.II

'p . . .. - . .,.. .. - . . .. .- . , , .. ... ,. . .. , . ... .. . . . . '. . .. . . . . . . z. ., . ,. . .. .,,. . . . .
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This declaration -of policy was helpful as far as it went. But it
left unsettled the responsibility for training of those types of units,
such as quartermauter truck regiments and engineer general service regi-
ments, which might be used in either the combat or communications zone.
Both Services of Supply (later Army Service Forces) and Army Ground
Forces claimed the right to train these borderline types and urged their
cases intermittently on the War Department. Early in June 1942, G-3 of
the War Department proposed to publish "a list of units peculiar to
Servi s of Supply" to be activated and trained by Services of Supply
only. Army Ground Forces and Services of Supply, at War Department
request, recommended units fo .inclusion in the proposed list and on
20 June a list was published.-k But the compromise which it represented
was not satisfactory to either headquarters.

As eventually established after the shakedown period following re-
organization of the War Department in March 1942, AGF responsibilities
in connection with nondivision-l units were essentially as follows:
(1) Activatign of units in. categories and quantities necessary to meet
requirements established by the War Depart,nt. Basic requirements
wre laid-down in War Departnent Troop Bases, but modifications to meet
changes in strategic plans and other exigencies were frequent, and some-
times great. Army Ground Forces had to adapt activation and training
schedules to successive revisions of requirements. The problem of AGF
was complicated by failure of the War Department to adjust the flow of
inductees to the various changes in mobilization requirements. (2) Sub-
jest to the general supervision of the War Department, AGF had complete
jurisdiction over the training of ground-type nondivisional units.
Wrring the early period of AG?, ground service units followed MTP's
prepared -by chiefs of the technical services, but this was for the
sake of expediency and convenience; from the beginning preparation of
training programs for ground units was an ACW prerogative. (3) AGF was
responsible for training all personnel of the ground arms, but since
the technical services had jurisdiction over the schooling of their
respective officers and enlisted specialists, AGF had to look to ASF
for officers of service branches and for the training of such enlisted
technicians as could not be provided within the units.

The machinery provided in AGF for the discharge of nondivisional
responsibilities was in brief as follows: The 0-1 Section (through its
Officer, Enlisted, and Assignments Divisions) set up policies for the
procurement and assignment of personnel. Details of enlisted assign-
ment were executed by the AG Section through the Classification and
Replacement Division. ' 0-3 exercised general supervision over acti-
vation and training, but administration of of details was delegated
to special staff sections and subordinate comands. Mobilization
Division of G-3 determined activation schedules, designated "parent
umits," and prescribed activation procedures; this division also, in

"V ,
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coordination with other interested divisions of G-3 and appropriate
special staff sections, drafted activation letters for guidance of the

army or other subordinate commands charged with actual activation; if
the activation required action of ground agencies only, the activation
letter was issued by AGF; if it called for action by chiefs of tech-
nical service or other outside agencies, ib was issued by the War
Department.

Special staff sections, under the gen-.9ral supervision of G-3,
prepared general training programs and directives for guidance of serv-
ice units, and made occasional inspections to see that armies and other
subordinate commands complied with them The infantry, field artillery,
and other branches 4n the Training Division of G-3 performed similar
functions for nondivisional units of the arm, G-/ maintained liaison
with War Department supply agencies to see that units were provided
with equipment as specified in tables of equipment .and other applicable
regulations. -G-4 also established policies for maintenance of equip-
ment and, in coordination with G-3, prescribed and supervised training
in maintenance and maintenance discipline.

Preparation of tests, except for unit tests for field artillery
and certain other units of the arms was, as a rule, delegated to sub-
ordinate commands.

ESTABLIShmENT OF HEADQUARTERS AND HEADQUARTERS

DETACHMENTS, SPECIAL TROOPS

Dring the early months of AGF it became increasingly apparent
that some method had to be devised for improving the supervision of
nondivisional training. The seven hundred odd units scattered about
the country were assigned to lower headquarters, principally to armies,
but army staffs were not large enough to permit a close control over
the numerous regiments, battalions, and companies dotting their far-
flung commands. It was not unusual in 1942 for separate companies to
go for months without being tested by representatives of higher eche-
Ions, and sometimes the intervals between visits of inspection were un-
duly long. Excerpts from the Inspector General's Report of Ui December
1942 throw light on this point:14

1. Camp Edwards, Mass., 663rd Engineer Company, activated prior
to 31 May 1942. "No training tests ., have been made by
higher headquarters."

2. Fort Meade, Maryland, 229th Signal Operations Company. "The
unit commander stated that visits from higher headquarters

• , ' j , .-.,. .,.- .,,r ,, .. , .,.., " ' ., -" .- .. . . . .. . . . ..-. .," ,- - , ,- ','-'- ,.'- .,, + .' -,'. ' , - ,
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were made monthly but were of very little help in training.
No training tests have been made by higher headquarters."

3. Ft. Devens, Mass., 206th Military Police Company. *No test
of training has been made by higher headquarters."

Lack of intensive direction was particularly unfortunate during the
early Army Ground Forces period because of the dearth at that time of
satisfactory manuals, detailed training programs, and other literature
for guidance of unit commanders. 1 5

Army commanders attached many of the spare parts to corps, but
corps wzre no more able to give effective supervision than ere armies;
besides corps headquarters were supposed to be lean, tactical organiza-
tions. The accumulating burden of spare parts threatened to pervert
corps headquarters into bulky administrative organizations. In April
1942, Inspector General Virgil L. Peterson reported that Third Army. had
att4ched eighty-three separate units, aggregating 30,000 troops, to IV
Corps for administration and training, and-that IV Corps had added
twenty-five more officers to it 6 headquarters than were authorized by
current tables of organization. ater in the spring the III Corps
was swamped with 60,000 of 100,000 nondivisional troops which Army
Ground Forces had received from the First Army and the Eastern Defense
Command. 1 7

In some instances separate units were attached to divisions, and
even to regiments; and in other cases army conmanders, without the for-
maLity of attachaent, simplv directed division commanders to give an
eye occasionally to spare parts stationed in the vicinity of their head-
quarters. These arrangements were not satisfactory, 8  Division cc*-
manders, harassed as they were in 1942 by gargantuan difficulties, and
knowing well that their reputations rested on the showing made by
organic troops in tests, inspections, and maneuvers, gave scant heed to
the stepchildren dumped on their laps by higher headquarters.

One other consideration made remedial action desirable* The
stationing of small separate units at the same posts as divisions, as
was frequently the case, placed conmanding officers of the former at a
decided disadvantage with reference to equipment and services provided
by post authorities. hen post commanders received requests contempo-
raneously for the building of training aids from the captain of a signal
company (who frequently was young and inexperienced in military proce-dure) and the major general of a division, there was a strong tendrncy
for him to favor the stars over the bars. In view of the scarcity of
equipment in 1942, the result was frequently a failure to fill requisi-
tions of low-ranking comanders. 1 9

'-N
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Shortly after Inspector General Peterson's report of the unhappy
situation in April 1942 with respect to nondivisional troops in the IV
Corps and Third ArmyGenerul McNair, in conformity with a suggestion
of General Marshall,4 directed his staff to work out a solution for the
spare parts problem. Various schemes were considered but they all in-
volved the setting up of small supervisory headquarters under corps or
army jurisdiction at all stations where a considerable number of non-
divisional troops were located.2a

On 21 May 1942, Army Ground Forces sent out letters to the command-
ers of Second Amy, Third Army, II Corps, and VII Corps, authorizing the
creation by each of an experimental headquarters and headquarters de-
tachment, special. troops, at some undesignated station. A two-fold
objective was stated: first to intensify supervision of nondivisional
unita; and second to curb the increasing tendency of corps toward admin-
istrative functions. Two types of headquarters were authorized: Type A,
consisting of 5 officers and 16 enlisted men, for stations where
nondivisional troops aggregated 2,000 - 3,000; and Type B, consisting
of 8 officers and 31 enlisted men, where spare parts personnel exceeded
5,000.22 Commanding officers of both type headquarters were to have the
rank of colonel; amy and corps commanders concerned were directed to
rmport to Army Ground Forces "as soon as the measures taken have been
tested sufficiently to warrant conclusions.,23

The first response to this directive came from General Lear on 29
MAy. 24 The Seconj Army commander, on the basis of his own difficulties
with spare parts, had already instituted remedial procedures at two
stations along the sm lines now advocated by Army Ground Forces. On
29 December 1941 he had designated ten miscellaneous units at Ft. Knowx,
Ky., as Special Troops, Second Amry, and placed them under a small pro-
visional headquarters commanded by Lt. Col. (later Cl.) Ben Stafford.26

He had made a similar disposition of separate units stationed at Ft.
Custer, Mich., with Colonel George Byers in ovnmand. 2 7 Vwse two experi-
ments had convinced 1itm that the supervisory detachment scheme was practi-
cable. His recommendation to Army Grbund Forces on 29 May, therefore,
was the immediate establishment of Type A Headquarters at eight Second
Army stations, including Ft. Custer and Ft. Knox.,2 8

In June and July ten headquarters and headquarters detachments,
14. special troops, were activated by Second Army and one each by Third

Army, II Corps, and VII 'orps. In ensuing months others were added so
as to produce a total on 31 December 1942 of twenty-nine, distributed
as follows:

- Second Amy - 13
Third Army - 8
Corps 7
Armored Comd

4 ... . . - , . .-. . ., . . , . : , . ., . . ., .' ; - ' .: .: ; " " -: '"
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The number of these headquarters reached a peak of 49 in July 1943, with
15 assigned to Second Amy, 16 to Third Army, 13 to Corps, 1 to mord
Comand, and 4 to the California-Arizona Maneuver Area (C-Aw4.'7 The
action initiated in July 1943 for placing anl nondivisional combat units
under corps, and xte decline of the strength of service units under AG4
controlrosulting from overseas movement, made possible the inactivationof several headquarters special troops in late 1943 and early 1944.

The functions of special troops headquarters varied somewhat in the
different comuands, but directives of Army Ground Forces and subordinate
headquarters placed primary stress on the supervision of training. Gen-
eral Lear was particularly insistent that priority should be given to
such training. The personal letter that he wrote to each officer placed
in oommnd of a detachment affords a good illustration of the nature of
the supervisory duties. "I desire that you assure complianoo with pro-
visions of training directives and memoranda from headquarters)v wrote
the Second Army commander, wand that you will coordinate the use of
training aids, facilities, and equipment, in the best interest of all
units. Z desire that you supervise preparation of t n schedules
and that you follow through full compliance with them.WM

*It is particularly importaht," General Lear continued, "that you
assure yourself by inspections and conferences with unit comanders, and
in instructions to them, that proper attention is being given to matters
affecting the discipline, morale, soldierly bearing, and appearance of
personnel. I desire also that you supervise carefully the conditions
of barracks, messes, and equipmnt. Lest there be some question as
to the extent of the commanding officer's authority, General Lear
added: "lou are my personal representative at Fort and
orders issued by you to members of your command have my full sanction."'1

Coemanding officers of headquarters detachments also had a number
of A dinistrative responsibilities. They exercised special court-
martial jurisdiction and took final action on requests for leaves, fur-
loughs, and on transfers of enlisted men between units under their com-
mand, The following administrative matters passed through their offices:
(1) Recommendations for promotions, reclassification, and reassignment
of officers, (2) board proceedings for selection of enlisted personnel
to attend Officer Candidate School (OCS), (3) assignuent of officers
to units ordered overseas, (4) investigation and charges for trial by
general court-martial, and (5) discharge of enlisted men prior to ex-
piration of term of service. They were also responsible for preparation
oi units for movement overseas or to other stations. In many cases the
headquarters staffs devoted considerable attention to instruction in
administrative procedure of the inexperienced officers of units under
their supervision.32

A~
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Detachment commanders were assisted in their supervisory duties by
visits and communications of the staffs of the higher headquarters to
which they were immediately responsible. But even so, the responsibil-
ities of most were onerous. The shortage of personnel caused a tendency
on the part of higher commands to hold staff personnel of special troops
detachments to reduced levels. 3 3 Type A Headquarters often had to
supervise units aggregating considerably more than five thousand troops,
and sons Type B Headquarters were required to supervise from 50 to 60
units with a strength of from 10,000 to 15,000 men. Sometimes units
under jurisdiction of a special troops headquarters were located at widely
separated stations. In September 1942 General Hyssong of Aniiy Ground
Forces reported that the 1st Headquarters and Headquarters Detachment
Special Troops, Second Army, was supervising some units located at its
home station, Ft. Bragg, others at Camp Davis, 125 miles east of Ft.
Bragg, and still others at Camp Sutton, 100 miles west of. Ft. Bragg.
A Third Arny headquarters and headquarters detachment was charged with
t, upu ;jsior, of nits acattered at four Louisiana stations.34

The creation of many additional headquarters and headquarters do-
tachments in late 1942 and early 1943 reduced the necessity of assigning
excessive numbers of spare parts personnel to any one commanders The
practice of extending supervision to several stations was curtailed by
provision late in 1942 for setting up reduced versions of Type A Read-quarters at posts where nondivisiorual personnel fell shqt of two

thousand, but where as many as four units were located.-7

Appraisal of headquarters and headquarters detachments, special
troops, reveals everal defects and shortcomings. The policy that was
sometimes followed of choosing as commanders men who, because of ad-
vanced age or other handicaps, were not deemed suitable for more active
duty had unhappy consequences. As one Army Ground Force staff member
bluntly'put it: "You didn't often get effective command from a worn-
out colonel who had failed to make good in some other capacity., 3 6 A
second deficiency derived from the failure to staff the special troopf
headquarters in such a way as to provide competent supervision for all
the specialties rerresented in units under their jurisdiction. " This
point can best be iilustrated by a hypothetical but not improbable case.
The five officers comprising a Type A headquarters were an infantry
colonel, a lieutenant colonel of engineers, an infantry major, and a
captain each of ordnance and the quartermaster corps. This staff might
be charged with supervision of a miscellahy made up of ardi~lery, ohem-
ical, engineer, ordnance, quartermaster and signal units. The "dough-
boy" colonel and major would have little knowledge of the intricacies
of artillery practice, and less of the technical functions involved in
the training of the service organizations. The ordnance units might be
of three distinct types and yet be required to look for advice and in-
struction to a young captain who recently had been a "straw boss" in
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an automobile factory. The signal and chemical units, being unrepro-
sented-on the headquarters staff, would have to fend for themselves,
with particularly unfortunate oonsequences if, as was likely, the oca-
manders of both units wre young and inexperienced.

The question naturally arises: why was the policy not invokel of
inoluding on the headquarters staff an officer of each am or serioe
represented among attached units? Headquarters, Army Ground Forces, was
aware of the desirability of such en arrangement, but two factors
prevented' its effectuation prior, to 1944. First was General Moair's
consistent opposition to conontratign of more than two or three units
of any one type nt any one station# 1 Second-as the coaroity of offi-
cers. In 1942 there was a deficiency of officers of an arms and serv-
ioes. The officer situation improved generally in 1943, but serious
shortages in soe categQaies, particularly in mdical and engineer.units,
persisted even in 19/ A -4.

Seoond Amy attempted to cope with the deficiency of specialist
supervision in detachr'et staffs by making temporary details, in oases
of the most urgent need, from its own headquarters -personnel. For
Instahoe, if railhead &a'd gas supply companies were assigned to a spe-
cial troops detachent having no quartermaster officer on its staffs, the
Amy quartermaster sent one of his own assistants to tbo headquarters
in question to assist, for a period not exceeding two months, teSpM-
oial troops cmander in~supervision of the quartermaster unite.4  But
Headquarters, Amy Ground Foroes, disapproved this procedure as an un-
desirable use of army staff.e4

A third shortcoming of the headquarters special troops was a ten-
dency on the part of. some to slight training for administration and to
substitute, paper for personal contaot, in the supervision of attaohsd
units. In Septembet 1942, Colonel (later Major General) Hyssong re-
ported that soe, detachment commanders were preparing directives that
should have been issued by ary and that others, instead of simply
initialing papers addressed by higher headquarters to units under their
supervision, as thewere supposed to do, were tranmitting them by
formal indorsement. 4 Of one special troops headquarters, General
McNair, to whom overuse of the mieograph was ever a et noire, wrote
to General Lear: *The Headquarters is definitely administering dhn
it should be training. Those headquarters should not even be in the
adinistrative channel. The comander should be out with the units
every day, all day. His adinistration consists solely of spot checks
in the units themselves ... the comending officer is getting entire-
ly too much mail.*0

espite their handicaps and shortcomings, the headquarters and head-
quarters detachments special troops filled a vital need and served a
ubful function in the supervision of nondivisional training. They af-

-4--' .. : : , .... ., . ., -. .. . . . .. . . ., .. . . . .. .' . .. , . . .- :- ., -. .
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forded a home and an articulate parent for hundreds of small units. The
colonels who commanded the headquarters were men of broad experience and
acquaintance, When they asked post commanders for services and equip-ment, the requests were more apt to bring results than when made by low
rannig and inexperienced leaders of small separate units. The colonels
also knew better how to deal with the staffs of army and corps. 4 4

The headquarters, special troops, also facilitated administration
on the part of higher commands. Army staffs found it much easier and
more effective to deal with and hold responsible one officer at a given
station than to attempt dirsot supervision of many separate and uncoor-
dinated parts. At various times General Moair, The Inspector Generil's
Office, and arm commanders noted with approval the salutary effectwhich theme headquarters had produced in the training of sall units, 45

At the end of his career as Second Army commander, General Lear, whose
knowledge of the work of the ecial troops headquarters was psrticu-
larly intimate, wrote to General Marshall: *The organization of those
detaohzenta for training and adinistration is sound." He stated fur-
ther that it would be desirable to pce brigadier generals in ocmand
of so of the larger headquarters,' a suggestion which ws adopted in
-1944,0*

REDRGANIZATION AND ADJUS[mENT, 1943

During the latter part of 1942 and the early months of 1943 sever-
al steps were taken to improve nondivisional training. Outstanding
among these was clarification by the War Departnent of the responsibil-
ity for training of service units. The principle laid down in the
spring of 1942 that the using command would train a unit had produced
confusion and controversy as to those types of. units which might ulti-
mately be used in either combat or Zone of Interior capacities. This
situation, and the conviction that service organizations were not being
adequately prepared for the discharge of their missions, caused the War
Departnent in November to direct a fact-finding survey by The Inspector
General with reference to the training of service units. The Inspector
General visited eleven stations where considerable numbers of various
type service organizations under Army Ground Forces control were located.
He found many instances of personnel and equipment shortages; he also
cited some cases of inadequate supervision. But evidences that both
standards and methods vere "steadily improving" and apprehension as to
the disruption and expense that might result from a large-scale
redistribution of units among the principal commands, caused him to
recommend that no major changes e made in existing training policies.4 8

Studying the problem, with The Inspector General's report in hand,
G-3 of the War Departent considered the possibility of grouping all
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service units at unit training centers under SOS .control for basic and
technical training, and then transferring those destined for combat sup-
port to Amy Ground Forces for instructions in tactical functions. But
this proposal was ruled out on grounds of the cost and confusion that
it would entail, and because of the obvious improvement made by Army
Ground Forces in methods and plans for building and training of service
organizations.49

On 30 December 1942, the War Department announced that no funda-
mental change would be made i existing arrangements for the training
of service units, At the same time the confusion which had prevailed
as to responsibility for training "borderline" organizations wagoreduced
by specific apportionment of units to each of the two commands.: 0 The
definit, knowledge thus afforded made it possible for both comnand
better to pian schedules of activation and programs of training.

Establisheent of Flexible Battalions and Groups

A second factor contributing to improvement of nondivisional train-
ing was the flexible attachment plan of organization adopted in 1942 for
combat units and extended in 1943 to service type units.aL This scheme
provided for the grouping of companies under administratively self-
eufficient battalion headquarters, of battalions under groups, and of
groups under brigades. The new type headquarters was designed primarily
to facilitate tactical operations, but it also served a useful function
in the supervision of training.

From the training standpoint the group headquarters was of greatest
moment; it was particularly beneficial to service unite. Generally
speaking, the regiment, which the group replaced in all but infantry
organizations, had provided satisfactory supervision for units of the
arms but in many cases small units of the services had not been formed
into regiments because service troops were not frequently required in
blocks as large as a regiment; or if organized as'regiments they often
were scattered at various stations apart from the parent headquarters,
with no supervision immediately at hand save in the form of occasional
visits by officers of the headquarters and headquarters detachment, spe-
cial troops. 52 The group plan provided for the bringing together of
varying numbers and types (of the same branch) of these "orphans" under
an officer of sufficient rank and experience to give effective super-
vision. Concerning the practical value of the group as an intermediate
agency the ACF Medical officer in January 1944 stated: 53

Because of the scarcity of medical officers many of the
lieutenant colonels who command battalions are men in their
early thirties. They do not have enough age and experience to
exercise control over the training of units attached to battal-
ion headquarters. Commanding officers of the group headquarters,
on the other hand, are full colonels, old and experienced enough
to carry considerable authority.

s
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Not only was the group organization better adapted to supervision

of training than the regimental set-up which it replaced in the tactical
scheme, but it was also more economical of overhead personnel, in that
it could accommodate a greater number of battalions. One advantage of
the felexibility afforded by units being attached as in the group rather
than organic as in the regiment was that a single headquarters could
train several instalments of battalions. Then, when expediency or
convenience might be better served by the change, units could be
shifted from one headquarters to another while in process of training.

The group was designed as a predominantly tactical organization;
General McNair wanted the group staff in training to concern itself onlyI incidentally with paper work and to spend its time in the field super-
vising attached units. He insisted that the bulk of administration
should be left to the battalion and 19 army, both of which were pro-vided with administrative personnel.' 4

In December 1942, group headquarters numbered only 27; on 31 March
1943, the figure had increased to 121, with distribution as followst

55

Armord 10Tank Destroyer 14

Antiaircraft 41
Field Artillery 45
Air Base Security
Combat Engineer 8

The heyday of the group came in the suzaer and fall of 1943, following
extension of the plan of flexible attaclient to service units. On 31
December 1943, group headquarters ender the Army Ground Forces aggre-
gated 170 with this distributionO

Azmored 13

Tank Destroyer 20
Antiaircraft 43
Field Artillery 43
Engineers (C) 25
Medical 12
Ordnance (Base) 2
Quartermaster 12

Chemical, military police, and signal units were not formed in
groups, becauselground operations did not require a massing of these

i organizations*

The flexible attachment of groups to brigades was limited iprac-rice to combat units, principally to antiaircraft organizations. 7

?. .. . .. - - . -. ,. " ".
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In medical, ordnance, and quartermaster organizations separate
companies more attached to battalions in the sae manner that battalions
were attached to groups. In the comhbant ars and in chemical, en-
gineer, ,milary polioe, and signal mnits, companies remained organic in
battalions.

Agdtation for TraininE Centers

While the practice of flexible grouping was in prooess of exten-
sion the questio i of concentrating senrice units of the awe branch f or

training came up for discussion at Headquarters, Army Ground Forces. It
iias generally admitted that concentration of like units had proved de-
sirable and practicable in the cases of antiaircraft, armored, and tank
destroyer organizations. Cognizance was taken of the fact that Army
*Service Force's had adopted the training center iesa on a large scale.
Second Army had assembled a considerable number -of Signal units at
Camp Crowder, and T1rd Army had grouped certain medical organizations
at Ft. Sam Houston.QU The feeling was rather strong in some elements
of Army Ground Forces, particularly in army headquarters, that the
principle of concentration was sound, and, that training conditions re-
quired its extension to all the services.o -

The question was brought to the attention of Headquarters, Army
Ground Forces, in September 1942 by a request of Third Army to adjust
station assignments in such a way as to effect a widespread concentri-

tion of units by branch for basic and technical training. In response,
Army Ground ?~rces, while admitting the desirability of grouping so=
types of units, declined to authorize general application of the prac-
tice. 6 2 When, Third Army asked permission in November to transfer some
engineer units from Camp Maxey to Camp Swift on the ground that the
latter afforded 'better trainigg facilities for the type units concerned,
the request was diuapproved.u' But this action did not represent the'
unanimous opinion of Headquarters, Army Ground F2rces; both the Engineer
Officer and 0-4 favored approval of the reqiiest. v

The issue of concentration was raised again on 31 December 1942
when Second Army sought authority to transfer 13 chemical units to 6-
Camps Rtocker and McCain with a view to facilitating their training.
After a canvass of the staff sections on the general subject of concen-
tration of units for training, the Second Army request was disapproved.
In the round robin which preceded this action, 0-1, the Engineer, and
the Signal officer registered approval of the ggaotice of grouping serv-
ice organizations for basic and unit training.

Advocates of concentration supported their position with these argu-
ments: (1) It gave new units the opportunity to profit from the counsel
and example of old units of the same type. (2) It made possible the

%
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pooling of equipment and instructional personnel and thus mitigated the
groatest obstacles to training. (3) The economy achieved by pooling
made possible the release of equipment to alerted units. (/) Branch
grouping facilitated and improved supervision by higher headquarters;
army headquairters staff could visit quartermaster units concentrated attwo or three stations much more frequently and with far less expenditure

of time and travel, than the same number of units disuersed over the
army's entir6 area of jurisdiction; moreover, the headquarters, special
troops, at the two or three centers could be staffed completely with ex-
pert quartermaster personnel, thus providing the vitally needed special-
ist supervisione. 7

The principal argument of those who opposed large-scale concentra-
tion of service units was that such a practice created an unnatural
situation. The raison detre of Army Ground Force service units, they
said, was the support of combat organizations. These units should grow
up from the.very beginning, therefore, in as close association as poo-
sible with fighting elements which they were designed to service. At
the very earliest opportunity, the argument continued, ordnance compan-
ies should begin to service weapons of infantry and artillery units
near them, quartermaster companies should likewise begin to perform
subsistence and sanitary functions for combat troops,, chemical units
should provide smoke screens for them, and medical organizat ons should
have doughboys on whom to practice first aid and evacuation. Another
objection to concentration was that it might deprive -unit commanders of
te respongibility for training the troops which later they were to lead
in battle*,

Proponents of concentration countered this argument with the state-
ment that they advocated grouping only during the' first stages of
training, that during this period service units were not far enough ad-
vanced "to support anything," and that normal relations with combat
organizations culd be established during combined training, after
graduation from the primary courses offered -by. the centers, G-1, Arm
Ground Forces, made the point that concentration had been approved for
antiaircraft, armored, and tank destroyer elements, and 'that "if the
idea is sound for these three, it is certainly spund for nondivisional
units.?0O

It was General McNair who finally ended the discussion. He took
the position that large-scale concentration could be justified only in
instances where training was so highly specialized that technical con-
siderations outweighed the factor of normal association (which he
thought to be the case with reference to antiaircraft, armored, tank
destroyer, and certain types of serviceunits), or where there was an
extreme shortage of training equipment.

IJ..
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The ultimate of concentration for service units that Qeneral McNair
positi favored was the arrangement known an the as ponsoz. or-*buddy
system# In its original and most widely applied version, this scheme
consisted of the satiohing of a new unit near an older one of the, sse
type, so that the latter might share with the formir itt equipent, its
instraotional staff, and'its experience.. 4 modification provided for
grouping of three units as sbuddies,l the flrst in'an early stage of
training, the second in an intermediate stage, and the third in an ad-
vanced stage*

The "buddy" sqdtem is used first by the ordnance section. But
during 1942 it ms. )voked on a large sbale for quartermaster, signal,
and engineer units.

fysteatilation of Aotvation Prooedur

Of the various steps taken in late 1942 and early 1943 for the im-
provement. of nondivisional training; one of the most significant was
the adoption of 4 systemitised procedure for the building of small sep-
arte uhit. Eveh before establiflment of the Army Ground Forces a
sbhems had been devised for divisions, by which key officere were desig-
nated two or thre monihs prior to activation day, sent to special pro-
activafion courses at appropriate schools and, along with enlisted cadre-
men' chosen and trained ahead of time by parent units channelled into
camp for further training before arrival of fillers.14 But as previous-
Iy noted, because of higher priority of large units and other oonsidens-
tions, a simila system was not met up for nondivisional units, Bonce
key personnel of these units received no preaotivation schooling. it
was normal for nuclei to be hastily selected' from miscellaneous .sources, U.
such as unit overstrength and replacement training centers; and assembled
at amp at the time of activation without prior training in cadre duties.
It was not uncommon "±or cadre and scme of the fillers to arrive simul-
tanously on activation day.

The 'Wr Department suggested in AUuwt 1942 tbt a plan comparable
to that for divisions be developed in spare parts.7  Headquarters, Amy
Ground Forces, responded that such a system would be futile unless the
War Department adhered more rigidly to the troop basis in the future
than it had in the past. The haphazard procedure currently prevailing, I-
Army Ground Forces pointed out, was attributable to shortage of person-
nel, which ,in turn was due to activatiorf of units far in excess of the
nuber stipulated in the 1942 troop b*sis. 76  0-3, Army Ground Forces,
remarked pointedly: "The Special Staff agree that the only thing that
has gone sour has been lack of personnel. No system will work without
men., i77
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But 0-4, Army Ground Forces, instituted action to accomplish the
War Department suggestion. On 20 November 1942, he submitted a plan
for the igtivation of nondivisional units to other staff sections for
comment. 0-1 objected strongly to the provision which required the
furnishing of cadres by parent units. He urged instead the forming of
cadres from the ar y's "floating population" of school and replacement
personnel. "All that is needed is a designation of a place of assembly,"
he said, "where they can be sorted out according to their capabilities."
Otis of his principal objections to the parent unit idea was the disrup-
tion which it entailed. wIt would be much less of a strain to select
a battalion cadre from an entire any," e concluded, "than from asingle battalion.s,79 G-l' s objections were overruled. The prevailipg

opinion was that expressed by Plans: "Personnel trained as individuals
in schools and replacement centers only,, would av2no conception of
th cocaplete unit which they are trying to build."w'

The most extensive coment on the 0-4 plan cam from 0-3. !e bur-

den of the 0-3 criticism was: (1) The G-4 sohoi did not provide for
arything not already considered normal procedure except the sending of
key officers to service school prior to activation. (2) No plan would
work umless definite knowedge of units to be activated could be ob-
tained 90 days ahead of time - which was not likely, ualss officers
were available in ad7anoe and unless service schools had the facilities
for training them. (3). Since the 1943 Troop Basis assigned the major-
ity of nondivieional service units to Amy Service Forces for activa-
tion and initial training, the 0-4 stud 'would appear to be princi-
pMy advisory in nature., The conclusion of 0- Wast "The present
system of activation of nondivisional oaml units is believed" to be
satisfaotory and no hange *is reowmended. "t

In fo tarding the 0-3 coment to the Chief of Staff, the lano
Section noted that the current easing of the pirdonnel situation prom-
ised to reduce deterrents to orderly activation. The Plans Seotion
recommended. terefore, therefore, that the G-4 scheme be adopted and given
a fair trial*82

When the entire discussion was laid before General McNair in late
December 1942, be wrote: HI feel definitely that 0-4's proposals are
excellent, and I hope that they can be put into effect. Even though
substantially hs procedure has been followed in the past, it is
helpful to regularize the matter, and especially to obtain War Depart-
ment approval. " o

During the early weeks of 1943 the 0-4 scheme was subjected to

further polishing and revision, but the plan published on 18 March 1943

-; , ' : - - .



did not differ materially from that originally brought forward four
months before. The procedure which it prescribed for the activation
of nondivisional units was along the same lines as that drawn up for
divisions at the beginning of 1942.84

This procedure provided that preliminary steps should be initiated
ninety days prior to the activation of a unit. Officers and cadre were
to be designated two months before "DI day and given special instruction
for their forthcoming duties. !'ey officers were to attend a thirty-day
course at the school of the appropriate am or service. Commissioned
personhel and enlisted cadre were to reach camp prior to activation day
according to a schedule shown in the accompanying chart. Fillers and al-
lotted overstrength were to arrive on "11" days A minimum of percent
of the equipment was to be on hand at the time of activation.6

The plan for building nondivisional units was followed rather close-
ly during the first few months of its existence. But the dwindling of
the manpower supply in the latter part of 1943 mad iAgid application an
imposibility. Activations reverted to a regretta e extent to the old
catch-as-catoch-can basis which prevailed in 1942.891

REVISIONS OF TRMINING PIOOPA(l, 1943

The final weeks of 1942 and t& early months of 1943 saw important
changes in the training program c1 nondivisiomal. organisations, The
Army Ground Force Training Directive effective 1 November 1942 contained
general instructions for each principal category of spare parts. The
sections devoted to artillery indicated what training programs were to
be followed, what tests were to be taken, and what subjects were to be
stressed. Appropriate directives along the same lines were laid down
in the paragraphs covering tank destroyer and cavalry units. Instruc-
tions for engineer, medical, ordnance, quartermaster, signal, and chemical
units varied somewhat in character, but in most cases they designated
the MTPs to be fol wed, the subjects to be emphasized, and the objec-
tives to be sought. 0 '

The issuance of the new training directive gave impetus to a move-
ment already under way to revise KTP's and unit training progras (UTPIs).
MTP's for service units were in most cases obsolete, lacking in detail,
and insufficiently adapted to the needs of wzts destined to function in
close association with combat organiations9M Deficiencies observed in
combined training and in the theaters in the latter part of 1942 focused
attention sharply on the fkt that no UVf's ad ever been prepared for
guidance of service units 0 '
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Early in 1943 special staff sections were directed to revise TP' s
covering the individual training period and to prepare UTP's, showing
subjects to be c yered, references to be used, and hours to be devoted
to each subject.

The overhauling of MTP's proceeded more rapidly than the drawing
up of UT?'s. By the autumn of 1943, MTP revisions had been completed
for all the services except the Medical Corps.91

A UTP for Si nal units was published on 12 May 1943, but its use-
fulness was impaired by failure to provide subject schedules. In August
1943, programs for the unit training of engineer and quartermaster organ-
izations were published, and in September a comprehensive UTP was issued
by the Ground Ordnance Section. Early in 1944 a UTP was prepared for
guidance of motorized chemical battalions. The Medical Section, in
January 1944, drafted a directive outlining in general terms a unit
training' schedule for ground madical organizations. 9 2

These modifications of thc training schedules of service organize.-
tions were paralleled by similar (:hanges in programs of the combat arms.
In January 1943 a thorou ,hgoing r3vision of both the oasic and unit
phases of the Field Artillery training program was completed. The new
program was outstanding for the detail in which it broke down subjects
scheduled for the unit training period.93 In July 1943, the Antiair-
craft Command, using the Field Artillery schedule as a model worked
out a new training program for units under its jurisdiction.4 All or-
ganizations adjusted their programs in 1943 to accommodate provisions in
Army Ground iorce directives calling for greater stress on field exer-
cises, combat firing, and physical and mental conditioning for battle.

The most important purpose served by the new MTP's and UTP's in
both service and combat categories was a closer adaptation of training
to requirements of modern combat as revealed by battle experience. Re- t
vised schedules provided greater emphasis and more specific coverage of
such battle-proved subjects as niLht fighting, patrolling, security, re-
connaissance, dispersion, concealment, camouflage, mines, booby traps,
first aid, antitank protection, discipline, and physical hardening.95

The Unit Training Programs filled a vital and long-standing need
for detailed and specific guidance of small-unit commanders, many of

whom were lacking in military background and experience.

CHANGES IN ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT, 1943

Revisions of training programs were accompanied by changes in the
-I organization and equipment of nondivisional units. During the period

INR.
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following Pearl Harbor these units, like divisions, had shown a decided
propensity toward fatness in transportation and personnel. In the fall
of 1942, Headquarters, Amy Ground Forces, acting on 1br Department
order, began a review of tables of organization for the purpoef re-
ducing the size and equipment of both service and combat units.

The goal set for the rduction was a cnt of 15 percent in personnel
and 20 percent in vehicles.'f These figures did not prove possible of
attainment in all cases, but few wre the units that were not subjected
to severe pruning b4 the Reduction Board, an ad ho agency set up at
Headquarters, Army Ground Foroes.96

Changes resulting from the Reduction Board's recommendations were
many and varied, but they consisted in the main of the following: (1)
reduction of chauffeurs, orderlies, cook's helpers, and communications
personnel; (2) requiring one individual to serve in two capacities,
for instance, chauffeurs being utilized for assistance in company kitoh.,
ens; (3) elimination of "luxury" items of equipment; (4) cutting down
or de.I etnn nf mueh articles from allotments to unit headquarters as
chairs, tables, field safes, typewriters, and tentsi (5) provision of
combination sets of tools or equipment-so that the same set might beused by more than one group or for more than one purpose; (6) elimina-

tion of organic service and support elements from tables of organization
of small units,, and charging of their function to similar elements of

higher echelons; (7) merging of units performing related functions into
one standard type; (8) substitution of trailers for trucks in all
possible instances-and (9) replacement of heavy by light vehicles
where practicable.w9

Critics of the Reduction Board claimed that the economies which it
invoked were more apparent than real, and that in some cases the results
would be opposite to those desired. The accomplishment of a given mis-
sion, they argued, required an irreducible minimum of manpower. If the
force employed consisted of reduced units, the number of units must be
increased. This meant an increase of overhead, and therefore was a
waste rather than a saving of personnel. As one special staff head ex-
pressed it: *If you have a house to cover, you don't gain anything by
cutting down on the size of the shingle. If you choose sall shingles,
you have to use more of them, and ta.ears buying more nails and keep-
ing the carpenter longer on the Wob. This observation may be, mis-
leading, but reports from theaters in 1943 and 1944 indicated a wide-
spread opposition on the part of unit comnanders to revision in tables
of organization and tables of equipment. Protests against the cuts in
communications personnel were particularly frequent, the gist of the
complaints being that a streamlined unit, say a division, required the
same communications service as a lare one. The same amount of wire
had to be laid and the same number of messages sent; yet in revising

,-.
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tables of organization, communications units had been subjected to about
the same cut as the organizations which they served. 1 01

STATUS OF NONDIVISIONAL TRAINING AT THE ND OF 1943

The summer and fall of 1943 witnessed a continued effort to improve
the quality of nondivisional training. An important item in the amelio-
rative program was the adoption of new and improved tests for field
artillery battalions, tank destroyer battalions, and tank gunnery crews. 1 0 2

Checking of combat intelligence training in all units was facilitated
comprehensive tests prepared in the G-2 Section of Headquarters, AGF.

During 1943 the demands of theater commanders for nondivisional
units, particularly for service units, continued to be so great thatmany were dispatched overseas without benefit of combined training.
Others were deprived of this training by the failure of army, corps, and
other subordinate commanders to arrange combined arms exemises in such
a way as to accommodate the maximum number of nondivisional units. On
20 January 1944, Headquarters, Army Ground Forces, sent a letter to sub-
ordinate commands urging them to provide a minimum of three weeket field
training for all nondivisional units. Participation in maneuvers was
advocated as the most desirable form of field training, but if circum-
stances made this impracticable, units were to function with divisions
in advanced tactical exercises known as the "DR series , as a last re-sort, to operate under field conditions by themselves.lO The dwindling
number of divisions yet to be trained and the reduction of the scope of
combined training which came with the closing of C-AMA, made the pros-
pects for participation of supporting units in realistic field exercises
in 1944 unpromising in the extreme.

But, despite existing difficulties and the unhappy prospect of
things to come, nondivisional units were in a far better situation at
the end of 1943 than thy had ever been before. During the twenty
months that had elapsed since inception of Army Ground Forces, activation
procedure had been systematized, training programs had been recast to
conform to the actualities of combat, supervision had been intensified
by creation of intermediate headquarters, command had been streamlined
by the setting up of flexible groups and battalions, checking of train-
ing proficiency had been improved by the modernization of tests andtesting techniques, and increased productiveness of American factories
had reduced to a rare phenomenon the spectacle of spare-parts soldiers
using sticks for guns, rocks for grenades, and jeeps for tanks. The
personnel situation left much to be desired but the impoverished condi-
tions of the early Army Ground Force period seemed definitely a thing
of the past.
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CHANGES IN ORGANIZATION AND TRAINING, 1944 - 1945

Functions of the Group and the Brigade

Group and brigade headquarters as conceived in the Army Ground
Forces by the general reorganization of 21 July 1943 were primarily
tactical organizations, but like the corps, these organizations, par-
ticularly the group, in actual practice manifested a chronic tendency
toward administration. This tendency sprang mainly from unwillingness
of higher commanders to bypass the brigade and the group in dealing
with battalions*.105

Then the Antiaircraft Command in early 1944 asked for enlargement
of the group headquarters to meet administrative demands, General McNair
personally wrote a directive "to educate higher commanders and group
commanders" in the appropriate functions of the group headquarters.The Army Ground Force commander admitted the responsibility of the group
for the administrative efficiency of attached units, but this, he stated,
was too be accomplished by instruction and correction of faults. "The
group commander and his staff should devote their time and energy to
the troops,* ho added, d should be freed to the utmost from routine
administrative duties,,"

General McNair's blast may have brought amelioration for a time,
but as the months passed, groups, and to a lesser extend brigades, found
themselves burdened with an increasing load of administrative and supply
functions. nly-nilly, group commanders seemed unable to avoid en-
tanglement in the mass of paper produced by such activities as the pro-
cessing of replacements and the distribution of supplies sent down from
higher headquarters. 1 07  In theaters of operations a similar tendency
to force group commanders into administrative channels was observed.

In August 1944, the War Department, noting that "recent reports
from observers in the Zone of Interior and the theaters indicate that

*. . .. brigade and group headquarters are required to perfona adminis-
trative functions," directed the Army Ground Forces and the Army Service

- Forcas to restudy T/O&E's and other pertinent publications th a view
to providing adequate administrative and supply personnel.A

The AGF reply to the War Department expressed nonconcurrence in
the need of additional personnel for administrative functions in groups
and brigades, but stated that if enlargement of these headquarters was
a War Dpartment decisioh', administrative staff should be added as

.r .so . . .
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follows:

1. 3-1 Section
1 Captain, Adjutant and S-1
1 Master Sergeant (Sergeant-Major)
1 Clerk-typist, T/4
1 Stenographer, T/3

2. S-4 Section
1 Captain, Assistant S-4
1 Clerk, record, T/4
1 Clerk-typist, T/4

It was stated further that a total of 906 captains and 2,305 enlisted
men would be :Mquired for enlarging brigade and group headquarters under
AGF controlo v

The War Department did not consider favorably the AGF nonconcurrence
(in the proposal to enlarge grtoup and brigade headquarters for adminis-
trative functions) but directed immediate revision of T/O&E's to provide
th: additional staff as outlined in the AGF memorandum.l

In the final months of 1944 and the early months of 1945, new T/O's
were published for all brigades and groups under AGF control. In most
cases the revision provided for the addition of an administrative and
supply section consisting of an Adjutant S-l, S-4, Assistant S-4, and

from five to eight enlisted men to the brigade and group headquarters. 1 2

This modification did not contemplate making the group (or brigade)
administrative by any means to the same extent as a regiment. The group
S-4 for instance was "to plan for, process papers, and supervise (but not
physically handle) ... supplies, maintenance of equipment, salvage,
evacuation of personnel, and traffic control." The duties of the S-I
were likewise mainly of a planning supervisory character. 1 3 In short,
the group remained, in the AGF view at least, predominantly a tactical
ort,:anization with administration restricted largely to supervisory and
processing functions of a general nature; the bulk of administration re-
mained with the battalion.

The concept of the group as a predominantly tactical organization,
made up of self-sustaining and easily removablb parts, was not as firm-
ly held by the War Department as by the Army Ground Forces. This was
atrributable in part, it seems, to differing reactions of the tro head-
quarters to overseas opposition to the group, particularly to the artil-
lery group. An observer in the Southwest Pacific Theater stated in
February 1 9 45 :114
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Group Headquarters exercises no administrative control, but
from administrative control stems uniformity in training. The
term "flexibility" as applied to the separate battalion organi-
zation can frequently be translated "confusion." The indications
are that the desirability of .a return to the corps field artillery
brigade and to regimental organization within the corps brigade
is under consideration.

Earlier in i944 Brig. Gen. (later Maj. Gen.) J A. Crane, Chief of "
Artillery. Allied Forces Headquarters, stated:1, 5

Separate battalions and separate group headquarters are a
nuisance. They work .under a decided handicap and constitute an
uncoordinated mass of administrativw chaff in an 6therwise well-
organized system ... There is no need whatsoever to break up
organic corps artillery into separate battalions and separate
headquarters like headless bodies and bodyless heads. "

General Crane was also critical of the effect on morale and discipline
of substituting the group for the regiment:.1 6

A great letdown is beginning to manifest itself in matters
of an administrative nature, sanitation, personal appearance,
discipline, etc. It seems to be due to a lack of any feeling
of loyalty to the group commander. He comes around to inspect.
He finds something wrong. The troops say, "He dont know what
we have been through, anyhow we will probably only be with him
a week longer so we should worry ... "

General McNair apparently thought that much of the criticism of the
group was attributable to the fact of its newness, and that as commanders
became accustomed to it aversion would subside. In reply to General r ,
Crane's comments he observed: "Flexibility is the big object of the
present oranization. Admittedly the loss of the old regimental tradi-
tions is regretiable, but I feel not a dominant consideration." But
General McNair went on to state that he would not oppose recommendations
for change based on war experience. His attitude in the summer of 1944
when he left the Amy Ground Forces was one of wait and see.1 1 7 This
view apparently was carried over to his successors, and on V-E Day the
opinion still prevailed at Headquarters, Army Ground Forces; that evi-
dence from overseas was not such as to warrant any considerable modifi- "
cation of the original concept of the group.1 1 8

As early as August 1944, sentiment in the War Departmen, reacting
more positively to adverse reports from the theaters on discipline and,
morale in the group, had come to favor a change in its organization and
function. After conferences *ith representatives of the Army Ground
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Forces and the Army Service Forces, the War Department in November 1944
published a circular stating that Onormally three or four battalions ...
will be assigned to a group, and that additional battalions might be
attached as required. Furthermore the group was redefined as Van
administrative and tactical unit. " 19 g

Headquarters, Army Ground Forces, interpreting the provision for
assigrment of units to groups as optional, and deeming attachment pref-
erable to assignment for both the training and shipment of the group
and its elements, elected to continue the existing scheme of fiejxible
organization.12

When the functions of group were defined in July 1943, the attach-
ment of groups to headquarters and headquarters detachments, special
troops, was forbidden. This prohibition sprang from the fact that at
that time no group headquarters for service units had been activated in
the Army Ground Forces, and plaziners were thinking solely in teMAs of
combat units, which were to be assigned exclusively to corps. A 4 Exten-
sion of the group organization to service units, which normally were as-
signed to amy, made it only common sense to provide a tie-up between
the group and army' s subagency, the headquarters and headquarters do-
tac nt, special troops. This arrangement was authorized in July
194. 1 22 In March 1945, the Army Ground Forces gave subordinate com-
manders authority in exceptional cases where more effective training
supervision was indicated, to attach combat-type group headurters to
headquarters and headquarters detachments, special troops. 1

Headquarters and Headquarters Detachments. Special Troops

As the strength in nondivisional units declined in 1944 and the
early months of 1945, inactivation of headquarters and headquarters de-
tachments, special troops, proceeded apace. The number and dislribution
of these supervisory organizations by quarters was as foflows: 1 24

31 Mar 44 30 Jun4 4 30 Sep4 4 31 Dec44 31 Mar 45

Army 27 25 15 14 10
Corps 13 9 4
C-0J,11A 3AGO 1 1 1

Total 43 34 20 15 11

The decline in the number of these headquarters was paralleled by
an increase in both their size and responsibilities. In the latter part
of 1943 Second jprmy required headquarters and headquarters detachments,

....
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special troops, to assume th task of Preparation for Overseas Movement
(POM) of nondivisional units assigned to corps. Early in 1944 the Army

SGround Forces approved this step, ind in the months following the plan

was applied to other ACF comands, 25 In one instance, at least, a
headquarters and headquarters detachnent was called on to ac$ s thei representative of- army in supervising the POM of a division.o

The great increase in the rate of overseas movements for the Euro-

pean invasion multiplied the duties which the headquarters and headquar1- 7.

ters detachments, special troops, had to perform in connection with
final processing of their own units. Because group headquarters usually
were shipped apart from their battalions, and frequently in advance of
them, it became necessary to place the principal buiden of preparing
battalions fos himent on the special troops headquarters rather than
on the group.

The various measures instituted in 1944 for a more effective utili-
zation of manpowr and the large turnover of personnel caomon from the R
beginning of the year placed an unprecedented volume of personnel
acuinistration on armies a other major commands. In *February 1944 an
ACI staff officer stated:12:

Within divisions where a regularly assigned classification offi-
cer has been provided, operation of the personnel classification
system has for the most part been efficient ... On the other
hand, the nondivisional units have 'not kept pace in this regard.
Army classification officers do not have the time, facilities
or personnel to handle all of the separate units in addition to
the corps and divisions for which they are responsible. The
lack of "on the ground" personnel to direct, supervise, and ad-
minister the classification system within nondivisional units
has resulted in limiting the ability of personnel sections of

,', such units to comply with either the intent or the letter of

.. the various regulations and directives aimed at proper utili-
zation of the personnel assigned. Over 400,000 men with the
Army Ground Forces are without direct classification super-
vision. Approximately two-thirds of this number are in organ-
izations attached to special troops headquarters.

To meet this situation a classification officer was added to each he
quarters and headquarters detachment, special troops, in March 1944." r.Z

In part to meet the increasing volume and complexity of responsi-
bilities, and in part to provide greater flexibility with reference to
nondivisional strength at the various posts, the Army Ground Forces in
July 1944, on recommendation of Second Army, authorized two new types
of headquarters and headquarters detachments, special troops. Under the
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prior system there had been a Type A Headquarters of 7 officers and 20
enlisted men for stations'having a nondivitional strength of 2,000 -

5,000 men and a Type B Headquarters of 9 officers and 32 enlisted men
for those housing over 5,000 men. The set-:up instituted in July 1944
authorised a Type C Headquarters of 11 officers and 35 enlisted men at
posts where nondivisional strength was 2,500 - 3,000 and Type D Head-
quarters of 16 officers, 1 warrant officer, and 49 eraisted men where
it exceeded 7,500. All A and B Headquarters not icheduled for
inactivation in the near future ware to be converted to C and D Types.
In calculating the strength of units to determine the appropriate type
headquarters for a given post, one-third of the corps troops ware counted
because of the responsibilities which the headquarters and headquarters
detachments bore for PO of these units. The most striking difference
between the composition of Type D Headquarters and the B Type that it
superseded was the relatively greater strength in the former of admin-
istrativi and supply personnel. 1 0

in the fall of 1944 the size and the functions of the headquarters
and headquarters detachments, spec!l troops, ware again increased. This

'.3 change derived mainly from the prospective movement ,overseas of all the
corps headquarters. When the III Corps departed in August 1944., a mis-

!j cellany of nondivisional units was left on the West Coast without benefit
of near supervision. To fill in the gap the Army Ground Forces set up
at Ft. Ord a "super" headquarters and headquarters detachment, special
troops, called it let Headquarters and-Headquarters Detachment Special
Troops, AGF, gave it general courts-martial jurisdiction, and placed
some 42 units having a. strength of over 10,000 men under its supervision
fbr administration, supply, and training. The new headquarters, consist-
ing of 28 officers (commanded by a brigadier general), 4 warrant officers,
and 90 enlisted men, was charged with "all the futnctions and duties, nor-
mally discharged by an army or separate corps conmander." 13 1 Members of
the AGF Staff sometimes referred to this organization jokingly as the
"bob-tailed" corps. 13 2

The success of the experimental headquarters at Ft. Ord naturally
suggested filling in the gap left by removal of other corps with a simi-
lar organization. In October 1944, the seven principal headquarters and
headquarters detachments remaining in the Amy Ground Forces were desig-
nated as "S" (for special) type, and authorized a strength of 30 offi-
cers, 5 warrant officers, and 88 enlisted men. To permit adaptation of
the headquarters and headquarters detachments to variations in local
needs, army commanders at their discretion were authorized to depart
from the branch allocation of officers set forth in the published table
of distribution. For example, the published table of distribution pro-
vided for 2 ordnance officers and 1 signal officer, but if a given head-
quarters had no ordnance units attached and had many signal units, the
army ccmmander could delete the ordnance officers and add 2 signal offi-

J
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cers. All of the "S" type headquarters were assigned to army, but their
functions were compa le to those prescribed in August for the head-
quarters at Ft. Ord. One AGF staff officer said of the new organiza-
tions: "Special troops headquarters act as a branch army headquarters
in dealing with all army units,"134 and another said that these head-
quarters were recognized "as administrative as well as training agencies
of the armies."135

"

In the "S" type for the first time specific provision was made for
inclusion in headquarters and headquarters detachment, special troops,,of officera of the various services* This provision removed a principal E'

source of criticism levelled at these organizations from the time of_
their inception; namely, their inability to furnish expert supervision

for technical training.

'As the headquarters and headquarters detachments, special troops,
declined in number and were reorfanized into new types, they were ableto shad their less capable officer, At the same time they received a
larger admixture of combat experienced personnel from the ever-increasing

flow of returnees pouring into the United States. At V-E Day the head- .
quarters and headquarters detachments, while far from perfect, were con-
siderably better adapted to their supervisory functions, from the stand-
point both of organization and leadership, than they were during their
pioneer days of 1942. On the whole the' contribution to the training
of the ground army was a valuable one.m o

ReadJustment and Conversion1 37

The period 1944-1945 witnessed important changes in the pattern of
nondivisional strength to meet shifting requirements of overseas opera-
tions. Elements figuring most prominently in these adjustments were
heavy field artillery, combat engineer, antiaircraft, tank destroyer,
and quartermaster truck units.

ExPerience in the Mediterraeean Theater, particulirly at Ca ssino,
helped to establish the soundness of a position long advocated by Head-
quarters, Army Ground Forces: namely, that heavy field artillery had a
much more extens e role in modern warfare than was indicated by troop
basis planning.'- Throughout 1944 there was a marked trend upward in
activations of 155-mm gun, 8-inch gun and howitzer, and 240- m howitzer
battalions. The nunber of heavy artillery battalions active in the
troop basis jumped from 61 obi December 19/43 to 116 on 30 June 1944
and 137 on 31 December 1944.

Similarly, theater experience gave force to the repeated insistence
of the Ground Engineer officer that the proportion of combat types of
engineer units as stipulated in the troop basis was grossly inadequate.140

1-~,%
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Revisions of mobilisation planning in late 1943 and 1944 provided for an
increase in both engineer combat and heavy "ponton battalions. On 31
December 1943 active battalions of these two types n" red 166; on 30
June 1944, there were 212; and six months later, 240. Of the 21
eninger combat battalions in existence on V-B Day, 82 were activated In

The trend toward heavier types of equipment and the increasing
stress on conservation and maintenance in 1944-1945 resulted in a sharp
rise in activations of ordnance heavy maintenano, nd evacuation units.
Figures on these types of units were a. follows: .

Type Unit Number active Number active Number aotive
31 Dec4 3 30 Jun 44 31 Dec 44

Auto Maint Med 150 169 168
Hvy Auto Maint 91 136 139
Hvy Vaint Field Arq 41 59 58
Evacuation 26 51 53

The increase in quartermaster track compnies was no less marked.
On 31 December 1943 the number of active companies (at home Ago abroad)
was 611, on 30 June 1944, 814, and on 31 December.1944, 904.-,'t

In antiaircraft units, the trend was sharply downward,' thus bearing
out a point repeatedly urged by the Amy Ground Forces in 1943, that the
superiority of Allied Air Forces would reduce the requirement of anti-
aircraft units to a figure much lower than that set forth in the troop
basis. Antiaircraft units (active in the troop basis) ,which on 31 Deoem-
ber 1943 nmbered 557 fell to 4 79on 30 June 1944, 347 on 31 December
1944, and 331 on 31 March 1945.'o -  All in all, 258 antiaircraft units.
were inactivated U disbanded by Any Ground Forces between .1 January
1944 and V-E Day*1 6

Theater experience proved that the Army Ground Forces had greatly
overestimated requirements in one category: namely, tank destroyers.
Between 1 January 1944 and V-E Day2 tank destroyer battalions were
inactivated by Amy Ground Forces.- 4 '

A large portion of the personnel made available by inactivation,
and disbandmnt of antiaircraft, coast artillery, tank destroyer, and
other types of surplus units was utilized as fillers and replacements
in infantry, field artillery, combat engineer, chemical, signal construo-
tion, and other types of units for which there was an increased require-
ment. Conversion training was given in appropriate replacement training
centers or in the new unit,.

2%
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In many instances units which became surplus in the troop basis
were converted In b (less field grade officers, who usually were with-
drawn prior to conversion) to units. for which there was a current re-
quirement. Coast artillery gun battalions were converted into heavy
field artillery battalions; antiaircraft barrage balloon battalions into
signal construction battalions; antiaircraft weapons and/or gun battal-.
ions into field artillery rocket battalions; chemical mortar battalions
into engime combat battalions; chemical decontamination companies into
amphibian tractor and field artillery and tank battalions; cavalry
squadrons into signal information and monitoring companies; and ohbioal
decontamination companies into quartermaster gas supply companies.*o

Conversion of units was not accomplished without oonsiderable dMf-
fioulty. Personnel had to be given special training for their new
duties in schools and within the organlsatione Urgency of overseas
needs was sometimes so great as to llow insufficient time for thorough
conversion training, Officers and noncommissioned officers were often
slow in adapting themselves to their hew duties, and in consequenoe
lost effectiveness as leaders. A feeling of being kicked about had a
deleterious effect on morale of both officers and men, 14 9

There was a considerable amount of adjustment in the form of reor-
ganization of unite from one type to another in the same arm or service.
Typical qxmples were$ reorganization of ordnance lightmaintenanoe
companies to evacuation companies; ordnance medius automotive mainte-
nano& companies to heavy automotive maintenance companies; armored sig-
nal battalions (not required after discontinuance of armored oprps) to
signal operations battalions; engineer topographic units to maintenance
and depot units; and engineer camouflage battalions to combat battal-
ions 150

These reorganizations vere at best apt to be wasteful because of
failure to make full use of specialist training. Speakim particularly
of ordnance reorganization an AGF staff officer stated:151

Usually it would have been better to inactivate. the units
being reorganized, transfer the personnel to other units of
the same type that were understrength or use them as loss re-
placements and start from scratch with personnel from recep-
tion centers. Mhen we made evacuation companies out of
maintenance companies we required many men trained to do one
type of work to learn to do another type. Their abilities
should have been utilized in other maintenance companies, and
evacuation companies formed from reception center personnel.

Sometimes sudden changes in requirements made reorganization seem
wasteful in the extreme. On one occasion, for example, reorganization

-...
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of some engineer heavy ponton battalions into light equipment companies
was followed in two months by an order to activate more heavy ponton
battalions.152

Conversion of antiaircraft and tank destroyer units undoubtedly
would have been more extensive had not their utility been increased by
wider employment in secondary roles In the theaters tank destroyers
were used effectively as artillery in indirect fire missions, and for
direct fire in support of ground roops, very much after the fashion of
self-propelled infantry cannon. 15 Antiaircraft gun battalions employed
their eapons to good purpose against ground targets, particularly
against pill boxes and other enemy strong points; in the Pacific they
turned their high velocity guns against openings of caves and dugouts
to seal the Japs in their fastnesses. 1 5 4 In 1944, training programs
were revised ,to provide for additional training o antiaircraft and
tank destroyer units in their secondary missions.,5

Another significant adjustment was the employment of separate in-
fantry regiments for conversion of certain categories of personnel to
infantry, initiated in April 1944 when demand hor infantry replacements
became urgent. Their enlisted strength having been put in the replace-
ment stream, nine regiments were refilled with men from antiaircraft,
tank destroyer, and other types of surplus units, and launched on a
program for intensive training of infantry riflemen. The first four
weeks were devoted to individftal training, including firing of the
rifle for qualification, transition firing, familiarization firing of
other infanty weapons, bayonet, and grenades. Then came two weeks
of tactical training of the indilidual ioldier., followed by as much
prog.ressive unit training as time permitted. Special attention w
devoted to the development of infanty noncommissioned officers.-'

The separate infantry regiments became essentially miniature infan-
try advanced replacement training centers. They made extensive use of
the committee stem of instruction common in replacement training in-
stallations.3 5' Like the centers they suffered greatly from repeated
replacement of experienced infantry officers with novices from officer
candidate schools and personnel from other branches lacking in infantry
experience. 1 5 8 On the whole the product of the infantry regiment was
not as good as that of the infantry advanced replacement training can-
ter. Supervision and coordination seem 139have been considerably
better in the latter than in the fomer. 

But as an expedient for the quick conversion of a miscellaneous
surplusage to doughboys, the infantry regiments performed a valuable
service. One of these regiments, the 140th., between April and December
1944, trained three increments of replacements. During this period
7,5,7 enlisted men, more than enough to provide infantry privates for

'N.
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an entire infantry division, were "graduated" from the regiment. Of
these 3,881 went to replacement depots, 2,368 to infantry divisions,
and 46 to officer candidate school. In addition the regiment sent 153
officers overseas as replacements.1 6 0

Several new types of nondivisional units came into existence in
1944-45, mainly in response to needs revealed by theater experience.
Two experimental rocket battalions were activated at Ft. Sill mainly
as a result of effective use of rockets by the ssians and the Germans
in Europe and by the U. S. Navy in the Pacific. 1 1 Two new types of
signal units were brought into existence in response to the increased
fluidity of modern warfare as demonstrated in Africa and Europe. The
signal information and monitoring company vas created for the purpose
of getting information from the front line to the supreme tactical cra-
mander in a few minutes (instead of a few hours, as formerly) with a
maximum of security, The signal radio relay company likewise was de-
veloped to speed the flow of information back from the front lines.
This unit, using radio instead of wire, esfablished and maintained
relay stations at intervals along com ications circuits and took
measures necessary to prevent jamming.21

Several types of new units were in process of creation at V-E Day.
These included a surgical hospital to replace the field hospital set
up near the division for treatment of nontransportable casualties; an
engineer ponton bridge company, rigid boat, to handle the new M-4
bridge; a standard ordnance medium maintenance company to replace three
types of medium maintenance companies then in operation; and a standard
heavy maintenance company to supplant three types of companies in the
heavy maintenance category. The ordnance evacuation compwany, which
had been performing two distinct functions, was replaced by two units,
a collecting company and a transporter company. 1 3

Testin and Training Programs

Changes irl.MTP's and UTP's in 1944 and 1945 were of a monor nature
only, consisting mainly in bringing references up to date and adapting
time allotments to the accelerated program of training. When V-E Day
came, only the Quartermaster Section had within the past fifteen months
completely revised applicable MTP's and UTP's, and modifications were
mainly of a routine character. The Ordnance, Signal, and Engineer Sec-
tions were in the procoss of bringing their-training programs up to
date, and the Medical Section was engaged in adapting Army Service
Forces MTP's to ACF use. In view of the small number of units being
activated in the spring of 1945, revision of MTP's was at that time
deemed of secondary importance to preparation of redeployment training
programs.164
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Of considerably greater significance than these changes was the
modification of the testing 'program. Early in 1944 for the first time
tests,. based on those prescribed for field artillery units, were pub-
lished for antiaircraft automatic weapons, gun, and searchlight battal-
ions. These tests, prepared by the Antiaircraft Command in close
collaboration with Headquarters, Amy Ground Forces, and given by the
Antiaircraft Command testing teams did much to improve the quality of
antiaircraft training. 1 5' In August 1944, the Army Ground Forces pub-
lished tests for checking the plp~iciency of antiaircraft gun battalions
as reinforcing field artillery.* I Later a similar test was completed

for measuring the indirect fire proficiency of tank and tank destroyer
battalions.

1 67

In March 1944 firing tests for infantry battalions and cavalry
squadrons were made more realistic, and in April Tank Destroyer Combat

Firing and Tactical Proficiency Tests were revised to standardize fir-
ing proficiency for all types of weapons and generally to stiffen re-
quirements for a passing score. In the summer and autumn of 1944 there
were minor revisions of Infantry Platoon Combat Firing Tests, Antiair-
craft Gun, Weapons, and Searchlight Battalion Tests, Field Artillery
Tests, and Cavlry Reconnaissance Squadron Field and Platoon Combat
Firing Tests.1158

PON visits of the Inspector General in the early months of 1944

revealed many instances of service unit personnel being unable to per-
form their assigned duties in a satisfactory manner* This was found to
be especially true of technical specialists. To remedy this situation,
General McNair directed chiefs of the special staff sections to prepare
appropriate tests for the checking of individuals and units in their
technical speciaties.1 69

IL

Before the end of 1944 Military Occupational Specialty (MOS) Tests
for the testing of individuals in their specialist functions had been
prepared for all the services in the Army Ground Forces. In some cases
MOS Tests disseminated by the Army Ground Forces we'e adaptations of
tests already in use in subordinate commands; in other instances they
were modiications of tests prepared by chiefs of the services.1 7 0

MOS Tests usually consisted of two principal parts: (1) questions
covering the character of the duties required of the individual; and (2)
practical application of specialist techniques. For example, the test
for MOS 017 - Baker, prepared by the AGF Quartermaster Section, con-
tained these questions:

1. What is meant by "fermentation period"?

2. What factors promote or accelerate the growth of yeast in bak-$ ing?

3. ifferentiate between field and garrison bread.

*.
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The second and practical portion of the test rcquired the baker (1) to
prepare formula, weigh ingredients for garrison sheet bread, and mix
dough with gasoline mixer for one over charge of 60 pounds of baked
product; (2) to cut, roll, and pan a portion of mixed dough; (3) to
orerate the Mo 1937 fire unit, obtaining the desired over tempera-
ture and load. -

The Quartermaster and Medical Sections supplemented the MOS Tests
with exercises designed to check the qualifications of units to perform
their primary missions, For example, the unit test for a quartermaster
gasoline supply company required the company to move under tactical con-
ditions from an assembly point to a bivouac area, set up and operate a
bulk reduction point and a distributing point, and operate truck con-
voys between these points. Similarly, the test for a medical collecting
company required this unit to collect and transport casualties under
tactical conditions.172

In view of the fact that both MOS and Unit Tests were already in
use in some of the subordinate commands, and in deference to variation
in local conditions and needs, .the tests published by the Army Ground
Forces were not made mandatory. The covering letter sent with the ['
tests stated that they were designed "to supplement and not necessarily
to replace" tests already in use. 17 3

The testing program initiated by General McNair in 1944 produced
a wider, more uniform, and more thorough checking of technical profic-
iency throughout the Army Ground Forces. An ,iltimate result was a
decline in the number of "not ready" units reported by The Inspector
General. 1 7 4

Wile revision of tests was getting under way, the Amy Ground
Forces was compelled because of urgent overseas demands to curtail the
training cycle of nondivisional units. Details of the accelerated
schedule, published on 14 July 1944, are set forth in the table on the
opposite page. The new arrangement grouped units in three categories
according to the source of their fillers. Organizations receiving the
bulk of fillers from reception centers were allowed longer training
periods than those which drew their personnel from replacement training
centers or units of other branches; units made up of personnel from
replacement training centers or organizations of the same branch as
their own were allowed the shortest training period of all. The prin-
cipal cut was in unit and combined training. Ordnance units, for
example, under the old schedule were authorized 14 weeks for individual
training, 16 for unit training, and 8 for combined training; under the
accelerated Drogram the allotments for the three periods were respect-
ively 14, 7, and 3 weeks for all except maintenance companies which

a.; were permitted 6 additional weeks for unit training. Newly activated
units and units, that had been stripped were to initiate individual
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training as soon as they -had attained 80 percent of authorized
strength and received 50 percent of their equipment. Units that
were following old schedules were to adjust the remainder of their
training time to the accelerated program.175

The accelerated program did rot prescribe combined training for
antiaircraft and several types of service units, but directed them in-
stead to devote three weeks of the unit period to training in the field.
Units for which combined training was prescribed, bu't which for lack of
opportunity had toforogo this training, were directed to substitute
therefor an equivalent period of intensive unit training in the field.
Provision was made for subordiante commanders in exceptional oases o
request extension of tims allotted under the accelerated prograem.1

The accelerated training program created an outstandcig difficulty
with reference to the schooling of specialists. Some types of signal,
engineer, and other units were composed largely of personnel whoa
duties were so technical as to require them to attend service schools
of several weeks' duration. Getting this personnel to school and back
without disrupting the training program and impairing the integrity
of the unit had been a considerable problem under the old schedule.
Durtailment of the training period made this problem more acute.
Schooling was accomplished in many instances -nly at the cost of hav-

ing a majority of th personnel absent from the unit after completion
of basic training. 7

RELATIONS BETYEN THE ARMY GROUND FORCES
AND THE ARMY SERVICE FORCES, 1944 - 1945

In 1944-1945 there was a marked trend toward closer coll&boratimof the Army Ground Forces and the Army Service Forces in matters per-

taining to the training of service units. Adoption by the War Depart-
ment of the practice of specifically designating in each revision of
the Troop Basis those units that were to be activated and trained by
the Army Ground Forces and those that were to be activated and trained
by the Army Service Forces probably contributed to promotion of harmony
between the two commands.178 In applying the new policy the 1%r Depart-
ment abandoned the scheme of allotting units of the same type to both
commands for training. For example, quartermaster truck companies
which in 1943 had been activated and trained in considerable numbers
by both the Army Ground Forces and the Army Service Forces, were ii
1944 made the responsibility of the Army Ground Forces alone, and
quartermaster service battalions, likewise formerly divided, vere all
given to the Army Service Forces.179 The new arrangement saved dupli-
cation of effort and facilities as well as conducing to improved re-
lationships. The argument over responsibility for training which had

'4



ACCELERATED TRAINING OF NONDIVISIONAL UNITS
SOURCE OF FI1LERS OR REPLACEMTS
RECEPTION OTHER BRANCH SAME BRANCH

TTPE OF UNIT CENTER RTC OR UNIT RTC OR UNIT

nd Unit Comb Total Ind Unit Comb Total Ind Unit Comb Total
Weeks Weeks Weeks 6-M

A

Bhrrage Balloons 8 10 18 3 10 0 13 3 100 1.3
Brig, Op,HOpn Dot 8 12 0 20 3 12 0 15 1 10 0 11
Bn & Btry AWpns 8 12 0 20 3 12 0 15 1 10 0 11
Bn & Btry Slt 8 12 0 20 3 13 0 15 1 10 0 Ii
Bn & Btry Gun 8 16 0 24 3 16 0 19 1 16 0 17

'Group Hq 14 4 4 22 5 4 4 13 1 4 4 9

Bns and Coo 14 11 4 29 5 11 4 20 1 31 4 16

CAVALRY

Group Hq 14 4 4 22 5 4'4 13 1 4 4 9
Squadron 14 3114 29 5114 20 1 11 4 16

':CHEMICAL 12 2

Bn & Coo) fitz 1412 56 5120 17 1 12 0 13
Cos, DcoN Dsa Miant 14 6 0 20 5 6 0 31 1 6 0 7

ENGINEER

Group Hq 14 9 0 23 9 9 0 18 5 9 0 14
Bn, AB &Combat 14 13 5 32 9 13 5 27 5123 523
Bn,Topo 18 15 0 33 13150 28 13150 28
CoCombat 14 13 5 32 9 13 5 27 5 13 5 23
C6sall other types 14 13 0 27 9 13 0 22 5 13 0 18

FIELD ARTILLERI

All Units 12 Ui 4 27 5 1 4 20 1 11 4 16

MEDICAL

All Units 14 9 3 26 5 9 3 17 1 9 3 13

ORtDNANCR .

Hqs, Gps & Bns 14 73 24 8 7 3 18 4 7 3 14

Cos, Pn Dep Evac 14 7 3 24 8 7 3 18 4 7 3 14
Cos, Yint, All types 14 13 0 27 8 13 0 21 4 13 0 17

quARTERMASTER

All Units 14 12 0 26 6 12 0 18 3 12 0 15

SIGNAL

Bn, L. Cons 15 8 3 26 10 8 3 21 5 8 3 16
Bne, Operation 24 8 3 35 19 8 3 30 14 12 3 29
Bn, Separate 30 8 3 41 25 8 3 36 14 12 3 29
Co Dpot 30 8 3 41 25 8 3 36 24 8 3 35 .
Co-joint Assault 31 8 3 42 26 8 3 37 14 12 3 29
Co, Photo 15 8 3 26 10 8 3 21 9 8 3 20
Co, Fegeon 15 8 3 26 10 8 3 21 9 8 3 20
Co, Rad Int 31 8 3 42 26 8 3 37 18 8 3 29
CL, Repair 30 8 3 41 25 8 3 36 21 8 3 35
Co, RadarMaint Team 33 6 3 42 27 6 3 36 27 6 3 36

TAN" DESTROYER A
All Bns 14 114 29 3 1 4 20 1 / 16
Gp, Hq 14 44 22 5 4 4 13 1 4 4 9
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reached such a high pitch in late 1942180 was revived apparently in! only one instance between 1 January 1944 and V-E Lay. This was in
reference to si nal photo&Taphic companies. In January 1945 the Chief

Signal. Officer, Army Service Forces, complained that these units,

trained by the Army Ground Forces, were not satisfactorily meeting
overseas publicity requirements for still and motion pictures, be-
cause of deficiencies in technical training. Taking the position that
only the Chief Si nal Officer bad proper facilities for the required
technical trainin, and that the agency which had the responsibility
for preparing publicity pictures for release should also have jurs-
diction over selection and training of photographic personnel, he __recommended that authority for training photographic signal companies

be transferred from the Army Ground Fo-ces to the Army Service Forces.
The Army Ground Forces disapproved the recommendation on the ground
that securing of photographs for news and historical purposes was only
a secondary function of these units, that their primary mission was
the taking of pictures for combat intelligence, and hence that they
should be trained by a combat command. Responsibility for the train-
ing of signal photographic companies remained an AG? responsibility.1 8 1

Personalities constituted another factor in closer cooperation

between Yhe Army Ground Forces and the Army Service Forces. Turnover
in each of the headquarters resulted, with some exceptions, in thearrival in key positions of officers who found congeniality wiV&, their

opposites in the other. 1 8 2 This circumstance while fortuitous was
nevertheless significant.

An evidence and result of closer collaboration was the sending of
various AGF units to ASF installations for advanced functional train-
ing. In 1944 AGF chemical depot companies were sent to the Chemical
Warfare Depot at Huntsville, Ala., for advanced on-the-job training;
AGF sigmal depot companies and signal repair companies to ASF depots
at Sacramento, Calif., Holabird, Md., San Antonio, Tex., Atlanta, Ga.,
and Lexington, Ky.; AGF engineer depot companies to the ASF depots at
Memphis, Tenn., and Ogden, Utah, and AGF engineer maintenance companies
to ASF equipmen repair shops at Kearney, Neb., and Salina, Kan.; and
AGF quartermaster depot companies to various ASF depots, including
those at Charlotte, N. C., Memphis, Tenn., and New Cumberland, Md. 1 8 3

1AGF control over units in training In ASF installations varied
considerably in the different branches. Quartermaster depot companies

sent from Camp Shelby to Memphis for functional training encamped in a
park near the ASF depot. Daring the day the men went to the depot in
such numbers as ASF authorities could conveniently employ in the
handling of supplies. At night they returned to their camp. While
not working at the depot, the men eneaged in unit training under their
own officers.1 84
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AGF signal units were placed on a detached service basis while at
ASF installations. They followed treining programs prepared by ASF
authorities and submitted to the Army Ground Forces for information
and comment. Unit commanders, under supervision of the depot ccmmander,
were responsible for basic military training and physical conditioning
of their men during the period of detached service, 85

AGF officers, accompanied usually by their opposites in the Army
Service Forces, made occasionyisits of inspection to personnel in
training at ASF installations.

The length of the functional training period varied with circum-
stances. Engineer units were usuallr attached to ASF depots for a
thirty-day period.: 8 7  In the case of signal units an attempt was
made to provide a tour of duty sufficient to permit 75 percent of the
specialists- o obtain six weeks' training in their functional duties,
but urgencl of overseas requirements usually prevented attaiment ot
this goal. 8

An insight into the operations of the collaborative plan and the
reactions of a unit commander to its effectiveness is afforded by the
following report covering training of the 728th Erineer Depot Company
at the AS? Depot at Memphis, Tenn.:l 89

This organization is now in its fourth and final week of
training in the Engineer Section -of this Depot and the follow-
ing is submitted as statement of training accomplished.

As a result of training in the administrative section it
has been possible for our officers and non-commissioned offi-
cers to work out a chart of the flow of paper work as we expect
it to be done in the field, and each man can see just where his
job fits in.

The entire personnel has learned from shipping and re-
ceiving sections the two all important questions: How much on
hand and where is it? This was done by assigning each enlisted
man to a civilian employee doing the same job the enlisted man
held uhder the table of organization. Changes were made from
time to time in order to place our men in the job most suited
to them ...

Not only did the men get training in their own jobs but
they were switched around so as to be able to do any assigned
work if callod upon ....

A highlight of the training program has been the talks
by officers of the Depot to the officers and non-commissioned

R
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officers of this organization. These officers operated depots
in all the major Theaters of Operation and brought to us the
problems we may encounter and how they should be overcome,
giving us the points to stress while we are still training.

The training program was carried on by two methods used
for two weeks each. The first method was to divide the
company into groups and the groups into teams according to
our table of organization. Groups were sent to various sec-
tions of the depot and rotated. For the second period of

two weeks entire pl-toons were sent to the same sections and
rotated. The second method was preferred,, since the officers
and non-commissioned officers could instruct their own men
and change them to proper T/O positions. Also the men
taught each other and learned how much they could depend on
each other under pressure. Every opportunity was given to
each man to show initiative in his own job and leaders were
thereby selected.

Immediately upon arrival here the men were told that the
facilities for training were available here, and that what
they got out of the training depended upon how they applied
themselves to their assignments. With few exceptionj3 the
interest has been keen and the enthusiasm high.

Critiques were held daily at which time all were given
the opportunity to-ask questions and express their opinions
of the days operations. A list of questions was given the
men and they brought back th answers the next dry ....

Reactions of Special Staff Section chiefs at Headquarters, Amy
Ground Forces, were also quite favorable. The AGF Engineer officer

1~I.stated in May 1945:190
Cooperation has been splendid. This is the only way that

Ground units can get plenty of materiel on which to work.

The AGF Signal officer said: 1 91

We had long realized that a person who had had baaiu wid

unit training in AGF and specialist training or a service
school was not a completely trained person ... advanced
on-the-job training at ASF Depots has worked out very
satisfactorily.

Service rendered to ASF depots by AGF units in the course of their
functional training was a secondary consideration, but in some instances
it seems to have been outstanding. In June 1944 the commanding officer

;.'-..,'-.'V . .V ,, ... ,-, .,'." .. ,.. . . . . . . -.,. .".. .,. .... . .--.. .. ". .... .-. '--... .,-..-..-.. . . -. . . . . . . .". -- ,- ,, " "'. -- '-'.
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of the Ogden, Utah, ASP epot, from which one AGF engineer unit had just
been graduated, requested immediate assignment 6f another unit to take
its place. "The labor situation in this area is. critical," he wrote.
"Facilities exist at thi depot for quartering a depot company and
its value to the Engineer Section of the Depot is unquestioned ...
since this depot is the west coast key and reserve depot for engineer
supplies, the approaching peak activities connected with supply for
the Japanese campaign place a maximum load upon the depot. It is ur-
gently recommended that a depot company be transferred to this depot
for training in the immediate future and that such a company be left
at this depot until ordered overseas." 1 9 A

Another instance of closer cooperation between the Army Ground
Forces and the Army Service Forces in 1944 was the borrowing of ASF
officers to assist in AGF maintenance inspections. The maintenance
inspection team which Headquarters, Army Ground Forces, kept in the
field a large portion of the time throughout 1944 and the early months
of 1945 habitually included representatives of the Chief of Ordnance
and the Quartermaster General. Request for loan of the ASF officers
sprang primarily from the fact that the AGF Ordnance and Quartermaster
officers did not have enough assistants to permit sending of their own
personnel. The ASF officers in the inspections concerned themselves
primarily with technical matters; they did not inspect or evaluate
training as such. Copies of their reoorts were sent both to their
chiefs i" th AMrmy 1ervice Forces and to Headquarters, Army Ground
Forces.1 9 3

Occasionally ASF officers were borrowed by Special Staff Sections
of the Army Ground Forces to assist in various other matters that were
primarily technical in character. In one instance, for example, the
AGE Engineer asked a representative of the Chief of Engineers to assist
in the insection of two engineer camouflage companies, one of which
had to be inactivated. The two units were put through their paces be-
fore the AGF and the ASF representatives, and on the basis of this per-
formance, the AGF officer, relying on the advice of his ASF opposite
as to technical aspects, decided which was to be inactivated.194

The trend toward closer cooperation in 1944 was most marked in
matters pertaining to training literature and other publications. In
May 1945, the AGF Quartermaster officer stated:1 9 5

For the past year all technical and training literature
issued by the office of the Quartermaster General has been sent
to the AGF Quartermaster for review prior to publication, and
vice versa. Material sent to us for criticism and comment in-
cluded MTP's, courses of instruction at Quartermaster schools,
including officer candidate schools, specialist courses, and
even posters on materiel conservation. There is a full and

,, .. . -j .. .*'-, .. . .' . . -- ,. , , .' . - ' ,-.. ,. . -. % ." .. .*,,. . . . *. ..- •.. -. . , , - , .-.-
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free exchange of opinion on every publication put out by either
the Quartermaster General or the AGF Quartermaster. This works
to the mutual advantage of both. We benefit particularly from
the advice of their specialists ....

The Quartermaster General passes on to us reports of all
observers sent out by him to the theaters. Moreover, 7e are
invited over to talk with some of the observers personally so
that we may share the benefits of their observations ....

Beginning in the summer of 194i, the Chief Sicnal Officer submitted
to the AGF Signal officer drafts of proposed signal MTP's for comment
and sgestion The AF Signal officer was also consulted about ai
sions of courses in ASF Signal schools attended by AF personnel "

It would be misleading to leave the impression that the trend
toward closer cooperation in 1944 was universal and steady. In some

of the services it was o there ard in onthers, partial. One AGF
Section chief, for instance, while reporting a closer collaboration
with reference to the use of ASF facilities for advanced functional
training, complained o increased difficulty in 19 in getting Ao
specialists admitted to service schools in the required numbers be-
cause of a tendency of the branch o uef to give preference to AF per-
sonnel in the allotment of quotas. 97 It should be noted also that
collaborative action metiws originated on the secondar level to
between the Aof Section chief and his opposite in the Army Service
Forces -- and moved from there upward* In one instance the plan to

train AF units at ASF installations while strongly favored by the A
section chief and the branch chief in the Army Service Forces was op-
posed initially by their superiorso The two chiefs, by informal ol-
laboration, wre able eventually to generate enough prifure to ovez -

come the opposition and to secure adoption of the planye

Divergence of viewpoint among the peal Staff Sections ae to
the extent of ollaboration with chiefs of the services in the trainin
of ground personnel is well illustrated by recommendations made prior
to V-Eday by the AGF Ordnanc officer and the AGF Signal officer, ahe
former, motivated by belief that the Army Serice Forces was better

equipped than the Army Ground Forces for the training of individual
specialists, recommended that in the period after V-E Day the Army Serv-
ice Forces maintain a pool of 1,800 ordnance specialists, trained by

the Army Service Forces for use as fillers and replacements in Groundunits. 1 9 9 The Ground Signal officer, on the other hand, stating the
view that "there is a distinct difference in theoretical training
standards between Ground, Air and Service Force signal personnel," ad-
vocated that the Army Grund Forces no longer be required to look to
the Army Service Forces for training of signal specialists and replace-
Ments, but that it establish schools and rq acement training centers
of its own for training of such personnel.40
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The weig , of sentiment in the Army Ground Forces at V-E Day and
throughout seeded to favor the position stated by the Ground Signal offi-
cer. Principal basis for this sentiment was the feeling that AGF per-
sonnel required a distinct type of training to fit it properly for serv-
ice in ground units, and that the Army Service Forces tended to think
first of its own needs in training and allocating personnel trained in
ASF installations. 20

On one point there seems to have been near una nimity in the Army
Ground Forces: namely, that policy should be revised to give the Army
Ground Forces control of ground-trained personnel returning from over-
seas. Complaint was frequent and bitter in Headquarters, Army Ground
Forces, that the Army Service Forces used its control of the processing
of individual returnees to icreen out the beat for its own use and thus
leave the dregs for grodad organizations. 20 2

PERSISTENT OBSTACLES TO EFFECTIVE TRAINING, 1942 - 1945

Problems of Personnel

The training of nondivisionrl units was encumbered throughoi.o by
enormous difficulties. The most formidable and persistent unquestion-
ably was shortage of competent personnel. This problem was most acute
in the summer of 1942, when adoption of the "Roundup" plan for invading
northwestern Europe the following spring created unanticipated require-
men+s for service units, and again in the summer of 1944 when unusual
demands arose in connection with movement into France.

On 30 June 1942 the enlisted strength of soare parts in Azn Ground
Forces was more than 120,000 below that authorized by tables of organi-
zation, Three months later the deficiency had increased to a figure
exceeding 150,000. The shortage on each date was about 30 percent of
the authorized strength. By the end of the year the stepping up of in-
ductions, the curtailment of activations, and the abandonment of "Round-
up" had improved the situation somewhat, but even so deficiencies at
that time approximated 120,000, a figure representing 20 percent of
authorized strength.203

Composite figures do not tell the complete story. Some nondivi-
sional units had full table of organization strength, and some indeed
had surpluses, but amplitude usually did not come until movement over-
seas was in immediate prospect. And the filling of alerted organiza-
tions was achieved in most cases by robbing units in intermediate stages
of training. Units thus despoiled were compelled either to hobble along
at reduced strength or to replenish their rosters from reception cen-
ters. The bringing in of green fillers meant, of course, the launching
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of basic training all over again. It was not unusual for an organiza-
tion to be forced, through repeated withdrawals of personnel for cadre,
OS, and transfers, to go through basic training several times. Then
when finally alerted it was often so far below authorised strength as
to re uire it in turn to rob some unit of lower priority before leaving
porte 104 This circle was a vicious one, inimical alike to orderly
training and to morale.

Delay in the .provision of fillers and the use of tactical units asreplacement training centers were wasteful of time and superwisory per- t .=

sonnel, and this at a period when the Amy was hard-pressed for both, __
An Army Ground Force study in November 1942 brought out the fact .that
of 31 units used fok replacement training, the personnel required to .

operate these units could, if utilized in replacement centers, t raintwice as many replacements as were trained in the units.205 -:

As implied above, personnel deficiencies wre greatest among units
in early stages of training. It was not unco non in 1942 for a company
to remain at skeleton strength for, several months after activation
waiting for fillers. 1hen fillers finally began to arrive, they fre-
quently came in driblets, requiring either a further delay in the
launching of the trainin progrm, or the conduct of training on more
than one level, or both.W

A considerable amount of the turnover in personnel experienced by
nondivisional units was produced by transfer to the Air Forces and in-roads of OCS quotas, These losses had an0adverse effect on the general '

qualityof Army Ground Forces enlisted personnels General MNAir re-I
ported to General Marshall in February 1943 that the character of man-
power in units under his jurisdiction "declined visibly toward the end
of 1942.207 A specific illustration was afforded by seven Tank De-
stroyer battalions whibh after heavy losses to Army Air Forces and
officer candidate schools found themselves with over 50 percent of their
Personnel in classes IV and V of the Army General Classification Too
(AGOCT), whereas normal distribution was 32 percent in these classes.

In early 1942 the problem of those responsible for nondivisional
training was complicated also by the fact that such plans for building
nondivisional .units as existed contemplated provision of fillers by re-
placement training centers. But this expectation, never realized to
any considerable extent, had to be entirely abandoned during the early
stages of "Roundup" preparations and the training set-up regeared to
accomodate the policy of dunpig the raw materials of reception centers
directly upon tactical units. 2W

Nondivisional training was also handicapped in 1942 by the preva-
lent dearth and incompetence of officers.21 0 Ample and efficient cc-
missioned personnel was perhaps more vital to spare parts than to divi-

aet
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sions because of their relative lack of supervision and the technical
nature of much of their training.

On 30 June 1942 nondiv .sional units in Army Ground Forces had only
15,013 officers of an authorized strength of 22,293, and three months
later only 19,931 of an authorized 27,141. Shortages were most pro-
nounced in engineer, signal, ordnance, and field artillery units. 2 11
Typical units of these branches in the lean days prior to Deceiber 1942
sometimes had no more than one-third of their authorized commissioned
strength present for dity. 212 By the end of the yearoing to a tre-
mendous increase in OCS output in the summer and fall 21 the over-all
officer picture had changed from deficiency to surplus (actual strength
29,369; authorized strength 28,789) but, even so, shortages persisted
in some categories, particularly in the signal and engineer branches.

The urgent demand for leaders produced by the rapid activation of
units resulted too often in hasty selection and premature promotion of
officers. 214 The dire need of technical specialists in some of the
service categories led to the direct commissioning of large numbers of

- civilians. The process known as affiliation was frequently invoked,
particularly by ordnance and signl authorities. Under this scheme,
a telephone corporation was asked to furnish officer and enlisted per-
sonnel for an entire signal construction company, and an automobile
manufacturer was called on to provide an ordnance maintenance company.
It was contemplated that affiliated personnel should be given a thor-
ough course in military training, but importunities for service unite
were frequently so great as drastically to curtail instruction. Af-
filiation gave the services vitally needed specialists and, for en-
listed personnel, technical proficiency was perhaps the overshidowing
consideration. But the same was not true of the officers. Company
commanders and executives had to be familiar with Army organization,
customs of the service, annit administration in order effectively
to discharge their duties.""

The consequences of placing men in command of units before they
learned their military ABC's produced results that were sometimes
farcical and scmetimes tragic. Perhaps the worst consequences were
those pertaining to discipline. In the automobile plant the assembly
line foreman had been addressed by his underlings in the free and easy
spirit of "Hi Joe." When affiliation placed the group in unifom,
"Joe," by virtue of his supervisory status as a civilian, became a
captain. But the workers, suddenly converted into sergeants, cor-
porals, and privates, found it difficult, notwithstanding the shining
bars, the salutes, and the plethora of correctly intoned "sirs" to
think of their captain in any other light than "Joe." One situation
naturally was not helped by "Joels" maladroitness in giving commands
and his bungling of company administration.216
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Blanket condemnation of personnel commissioned directly from
civilian life would be unfair. S3me of the me.n thrust into positions
of command had natural qualities of leadership, learned military ways
with remarkable celerity, and in a short time became good officers.
Their technical knowledge was of inestimable benefit to the armed
forces. Many of the hurriedly selected nonasecialist products of
Officer Candidate School, promoted rapidly to posts of considerable
responsibility, also gave remarkably good account of themselves. But,
even so, paucity of capable leaders was one of the outstanding hind-
rances to spare parts training during the early period of Army Ground
Forces. General Marshall noted some of the unhappy consequences in the
form pf shabby appearance and slack discipline among org tations dur-
ing his tour of the North African Theater early in 1943, ' and when he
returned urged the importance of corrective action. A War Department
staff member, reporting a conference with the Chief of Staff at this
time, stated: 21 8

During this discussion the Chief of Staff very pointedly
made an issue of the training of battalions and regimental
commanders, especially of service units. Hecommented on
the lack of high quality of leadership among otherwise wll
qualified technical commanders. He stressed the imperative
necessity for training of these commanders in battle field
leadership. In concluding this particular part of the dis-
cussion he stated in substantially these words: "I do not
give a _ whether the commander has perfect technical
training or not He does not have to have it if his sub-
ordinates have it. That he must'have is the leadership and
drive necessary to get the right things done at the right
time in battle. For example, the commander of a hospital
does not have to be a doctor,"

General Floyd L. Parks, Chief of Staff, Amy Ground Forces, on re-
ceiving a report of bad disciplinary conditions in an AGF tank destroyer
battalion in August 1942, remarked forthrightly that leadership was
"woefully lacking." "I am not worrying about the qualities of the
enlisted men," he said, "but I am extraordinarily alarmed at the dearth
of leaders. It will take us quite a while to eliminate the deadwood
and bring out the men of ability and character." 219 Future experience
showed the accuracy of his prediction.

During the first few months of 1943, owing largely to the abandon-
ment of the "Roundup" project and a slowing down of the rate of mobil-
ization, personnel resources in general were adequate for nondivisional
requirements. But in the fall the situation took an aifavorable turn,
and by the end of the year spare parts reported an aggregate enliised
understrength of nearly twenty thousand. 2 2U
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It might be expected that the large officer surplus which existed
after the summer of 1943 would have solved the needs of all units as
far as commissioned personnel was concerned. Such was not the case.
Some of the technical services continued to be seriously hampered by an
insufficiency of competent officers. In the case of Engineers, the
general surplus of commissioned personnel actually proved a handicap,
because it brought a halt to the commissioning of civilian and enlisted
specialists and led instead to the transfer to Engineer units of offi-
cers who lacked technical qualifications for their new assignments.

221

Medical units experienced the most acute shortages of commissioned
personnel. On 30 November 1943 ground medical units reported a defic-
iency of 1,505 officers out of an authorized strength of 5,961. Cir-
cumstances pointed to a situation even more distressing in the future.

222

In the spring and summer of 1944 nondivisional units experienced

a leanness of personnel comparable to that of 1942. In May 1944, when
manpowr resources were being drained to the limit in preparation for
the invasion of Western Europe, an AGF staff officer who had just re-
turned from a visit of inspection stated in his "conclusions": "Dif-
ficulties encountered by units during individual training periods are
believed to be 80% personnel and 10% supply problems, and 10% lack of
training facilities, ..." The AGF G-3 scribbled in the margin opposite
this comment: "The talk is about personnel, regardless of who goes
out..223

One aspect of the personnel problem in 1944 was delay in receipt
of fillers for newly activated units. Engineer units experienced this
difficulty to a greater extent than those of other branches. In May
1944, many engineer combat battalions urgently needed overseas wre
marking time at cadre strength because of lack of available fillers.224

An AGF staff officer reported in mid-July that the 286th Engineer
Combat Battalion activated 17 December 1943 had to postpone initiation
of the individual training program until 10 March 1944, by which time
only about 50 percent of fillers had been received and that arrival
of the remainder on 5 April 1944 necessitated the beginning of a
second echelon of training. He staced further that the 1272d Engineer
Combat Battalion activated on 20 April 1944 had by mid-July received
only 65 percent of its fillers.225

Officer shortages, while considerably less serious on the whole
than in 1942-43, remained conspicuous in medical units, and to some
extent in engineer units, throughout 1944. In September 1944 there
was a deficiency of about 44 percent in the authorized commissioned
strength of AGF medical units.226 Shortages were more pronounced in
professional specialist categories, such as surgeons and neurologists.
A conference of ASF, AAF, and AG' representatives in the fall of 1944

,'"
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for redistribution of medical officers resulted in some improvement
of conditions in the Army Ground Forces. 2 Z7

One of the outstanding difficulties experienced by nondivis-
ional units in 1944 was turnover of personnel. In November 1944 an
AGF staff officer reported that several quartaaster units in
three months ti2 gad had more than a 100-percent turnover of en-
listed strengti.h. Personnel losses of from 50 to 75 percent seem
to have been fairly ccmon among all types of nondivisional units
except antiaircraft, tank destroyer, and tank battalions.

Several factors contributed to this enormous turnover. First
was the discontinuance early in 1944 of the practice of authorising
units at activation an overstrength to offset losses from normal attri-
tion, thus making it necessary for these units when alerted to replen-
ish their rosters by drafts on organizations of lower priority.
Second was the accumulat&on in the Army Ground Forces of large numbers
of physica ly handicapped (Class D) men and insistence by the War
Department until the latter part of 1944 that these men be tried out
in various capacities with a view of finding a place where they could
be usefully employed. In many cases personnel not disqualified for
overseas service but phyuically handicapped to an extent that they
were extremely hard to place, were passed from one unit to another in
an effort to find suitable Assignments for them. 23 0 In September
1944 G-1 wrote to the Chief of Staff, AGF: 23 1

The War Department has consistently exerted heavy pres-
sure on Army Ground Forces to utilize everyone who could do
useful work. They authorized the induction not only of
limited service personnel but for several months they author-
ized the induction of 5% who were below the minimum standards
of induction for limited service. Prior to the use of the
profile system such personnel were habitually assigned to the
Army Ground Forces and many trials were required before we
could find spots where they might fit in.

In the fall of 1944, War Thpartment policy was changed to permit
the Army Ground Forces to get rid of large numbers of alass D person-
7el , either through discharge or by transfer to the Army Air Forces
and the Army Service Forces.2 3 2 This provision, while obviously well-
intended, had the effect of greatly accelerating turnover of person-
nel. 23 3 The Fourth Army alone in the period 1 Septtember - 31 December
1944 removed-30,000 physically handicapped men from T/O units. 234 Re-
placements for those cleared from units in advanced stages of training
had to be taken from low priority orgahizations.

Turnover of personnel was also increased by the practice common
in the sumer and fall of 1944, of shipping units before completion
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of the prescribed training period to meet urgent and exexpected over-
seas requirements. 2 3 5 Units whose readiness dates were thus advanced
frequently were unable to secure the return of specialists from serv-
ice schools prior to shipment, but were compelled to draft substitutes
from other units. In the fall of 1944 the War Department at one stroke
ordered shipment in current status of training - i.e., before comple-
tion of the preseribed training period - of 65 engineer combat battal-
ions. Because of this action, 1,800 specialists in attendance at
servic3e schools were unable to rejoin their units. Unalerted engineer
units were combed for substitutes, but since these sources were too
limited to meet the requisition, the alerted organizations had to fill
many of the specialist positions with ordinary fillers lacking in the
required technical training.23

The practice of transferring personnel found deficient in POW re-
quirements from an alerted unit to an organization of Jwer priority
was sometimes repeated as many as a half dozen times. The armies
wanted to maintain casual detachnents in headquarters and headquarters
detac ents, special troops, for storage and processing of such person-
nel,o but Headquarters, Army Ground Forces, did not favor the plan.23 9

Objection seems to have sprung mainly from fear that pooling of the
"floaters" would have an adverse effect on their morale. 240

The processing of outgoing and incoming men placed a heavy burden
of administration on battalion and company headquarters. Moreover,
the breaking in of replacements was disruptive to training. But the
most serious consequence of all, perhaps, was the 'njury of personnel
changes to unit esprit and teamwork.

Turnover of personnel would have been considerably less extensive
and leso disruptive if pools of trained personnel, including qualified
specialists, had been maintained in AQF for each of the branches. If
such pools had been provided, alerted units might have drawn on them
for loss replacements idstead of robbing units of lower priority. The
need for reserve pools was repeatedly urged by chiefs of special staff
sections in the Army Ground Forces, but mainly because demands of
theaters for units and replacements -,ere so pressing as to prevent
escape from a hand-to-mouth basis, pools were not provided prior to
V-E Day. 241

Quality of personnel continued to be a serious obstacle to train-
ing in 1944. As the nation's manpower resources approached exhaustion
under existing Selective Service policies, there was a decline in the
quality of personnel coming to units through reception centers, and
after adoption of the profile system; the best of th4 inductees went
to the infantry. To an increasing extent in 1944, nondivisional units
received their fillers from organizations declared surplus in the troop

-.
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basis, and from the Army's floating population of casuals, which to a
considerable degree was made up of slough-offs of alerted units. 24 2 A
vivid glimpse of the dregs received by som organizations i afforded
by the following excerpt from an inspection report, dated 20 June 1944,
of an AMF artillery officer:2 4 3

415th FA Group: CAC transferred 62 men which are inK general hospitals over the United States* Twenty were in
station hospitals of converted CAC units. Seventy-two men
are blind in one eye; 17 are without an eye; 259 have only
one good eye above 20/400.

417th FA group: CAC transferred 25 men, absent in
general hospitals, 310 men unqualified to go overseas; 18
psycho-neurosis and 6 epileptics.

207th FA Group: CAC transferred 50 Class OC1 men to
each of 3 battalions; two other battalions have 31 per
battalion with only one eye; 65 are physically disquali-
fied for drill.

All above men are discards from previously alerted AA
and CAO, units. They are a serious handicap to training,
will never go overseas in a combat unit. and should be
discharged. This is only an average example of these prob-
lems.

The practice of high priority units dumping their culls on low
priority organizations resulted, as deployment neared completion, in
accumulation in the last units activated of a disproportionate quantity
of Weiht-balls" for which the usual repository - I.e., unite of the
same branch in earlier stages of training - did not exist. In other
words, the process of successive dumpings ran out for lack of uits
on which to unload. Revisons in personnel policy in August 1944, asnoted above, authorized discharge of physically unit, but by thattime replacement sources had become so impoverished that application

of the policy often resulted in the exchange of a man of weak body
but good training for one of fair stamina, but little training, and
possessed possibly of sundry other defeots. 2 4 4

Insistence by higher headquarters in the early months of 1944
that every effort be made to utilize Class D men and the practice of
assigning the best physical specimens to the infantry, resulted fre-
quently in throwing upon nondivisional unite, particularly those of
service oategories, a heavier load of substandard personnel than they
could effectively absorb. 24 5 In some instanoes, divisions were favored
over spare parts in personnel matters to an extent that was detrimental

k-
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to the latter. In July 1944, tho Fourth Army directed the commanding
officer of a Y.eadquarters and headquarters detachment, special troops,
to sc:een all physically qualified men from low uriority signal, ord-
nance, and quartermaster units of his command anc report them as
available for transfer to divisions as replacements for infantry
losses.246

Problems of Equinnent

A secnnd outstanding obstacle to nondivisional training was in-
adequacy of equipment. The difficulties of divisions in the con-
nection, as noted elsewhere, 247 were formidable, but the experience of
spare parts was considerably more distressing, owing to failure to
set up a minimum equipment list for these as for divisions, and the
special dependence of such units on equipment for adequate training.

The oroblem of equipment was particularly acute in 1942. At
Camp Hood, in the spring and sumer of 1942, "simulated tank destroyers
maneuvered against simulated tanks over terrain almost devcid of roads,
firing was conducted on improvised ranges ... and so few radios
were available that practically no communications tr ining could be
given." 248 Artillery officers throughout Army Ground Forces were di-
rected in April as a result of the cutting of ammuition allowances
by one-third "to fire a simulated problem each day ... using a match-
box, sandtable, some sort of terrain board, or any other expedient,
and to put their batteries through simulated service practices.

Signal communications umits coild not well improvise technical
equipment, nor could ordnance and quartermaster maintenance companies
service imaginary tanks and trucks. The result of the pervasive
shortages of specialist and functional equipment for these and other
service organizations was inevitably a loss of training opportunity
and the filling of the importunate requests for overseas assignment
with poorly prepared units. Shortages of small arms for service
units, because of their low priority, were even more pronounced than
deficiencies of other types of equipment. 2 50

The straits to which many nondiyisional units were reduced in
1942 can best be illustrate by citati.on from inspection reports of
a few specific instances. On 17 June 1942, Col. John W. Middleton
of the AGF G-4 Section re,orted, after a visit to four camps: 251

1. 67th QM Troop (Pack) - "Members of this organization
have not been issued their animals ... they are over 41 pack
horses short and short 294 mules."

2. Co. C, 53d QM Regiment (HM.). "Short cartildge belts,
haversacks, pack carriers, and water containers."
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3. Co. D, 53d (X Regient (HM). "Sho;tage of tentageI

shelter halves, web equipment, field ranges, and motor ve-
hicle s."

,Following an inspection of Signal units at Camp Cr der, another
K Army Ground Forces staff officer noted on 26 June 1942:52

l. 93d Signal Battalion, activated 18 May 1942. "Thearrival of Signal Corps equipment is far behind schedule.
In many cases the equipment received is such that little if
any training of some types can be accomplished n no tele-

phones of any kind have been received precluding not only

training in switchboard and switchboard operation, but also
wire construction."

2. 96th Signal Battalion, activated 14 June 1942. "Not
one solitary item of Sit[nal Corps equipment has been received."

3. 179th Signal Repair Company, activated 15 May 1942.
"Signal Corps equipment received consists largely of many
items which cannot be used for training purposes without the
receipt of key items such as telephones, switchboards, etc."

A special survey made in November 1942 by the Inspector General' s
Department of' service units under Army Ground Force control affords
the most comprehensive picture of the equipment situation: 2 53

1. 63d CM Battalion ... "There are only 284 rifles for
1,113 men."

2, 663d Engineer Topo. Co. "Progress in technical train-
ing has been delayed by a lack of drafting material and aerial
photographs."

3. Company A, 302d (W Battalion, Sterilization. "Acti-
vated, I May 1942, has ha4 very little opportunity for techni-
cal training, there being no clothing and personnel to practice
on "

4. 23d Chemical Co. (Decon). "Has completed eight weeks
of UTP training, has not been issued either antigas impreg-
nated or impervious clothing.r

5. 193d Ordnance Company (Depot) and 60th Chemical Company
(Depot). "Had no prospect of Stores to handle or warehouses
in which to wok."

- *,-,,*
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6. 3d Convalescent Hospital. *Has little chance for
development ... because of sh6rtage in T/BA equipment and the
lack of useful work to perform."

7. 25th and 33d Chemical Decontamination Companies.
"The original allotment of training munitions and agents was
exhausted during the initial training period and replacement
not obtainable to date."

8. 479th Engineer Maintenance Company. "Lacked mobile

repair equipment.*

Nondivisional combat units were somewhat better situated with
reference to equipment than were service organizations, but the plight
of most mits in both categories in 1942 was deplorable. An AGF staff
member remarked at the end of the year: "Small, separate units have
been a weak spot of training in 1942.m254

The r. estion naturally arises: how did the scantily equipped organ-
izations acquire even a small degree of proficiency in performing the
duties required of them? The answer lies to a large extent in the
capacity of unit and higher commanders for perseverance, and their
ingenuity in borrowing, pooling, and improvising. Blocks of wood
were used for mines, sandbags for ammunition boxes, galvanized iro
pipes mounted on ration carts for artillery, sticks for guns, and
OJeeps" for tanks, not to mention a long list of mock structures,
ranging from landing craft to "Nazi villages." 2 55 To a large extent
nondivisional training in 1942 represented a sequence of assumptions,
simulations, and expedients.

The equipment situation improved somewhat in the early months of
1943, but even so, many units, particularly those in early stages of
training, continued to be hampered by serious shortages.

Idi April 1943, General McNair, convinced that many of the deficiencies
revealed by United States troops in combat were due to inadequacies
of training equipment, urged thb War Department to change existing
policies so that nondivisional units o6uld get 50 percent of their
equipment (instead of the 20 percent then authorized) at activation
and 100 percent at the end of four months. But no action was taken
on this recommendation.256

By the summer of 1943 increasing production of American factories
mads it possible for some units in early stages of training to obtain
a substantial amount of training equipment in excess of the 20 percent
.allotted to them at activation. But this favorable situation was up-
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set by adoption, at the suggestion of Army Service Forcoc, cf a- 'xicy
of preshipping equipment to Great Britain. Hitherto the practice had

been followed of shipp.ng units and equipment together. The new
policy provided that equipment should be stockpiled in Great Britain
ahead of time, and that when ui.ts in training departed for ports o
embarkation they should leave their guns, tanks, and trucks behind. 4 7

Army Ground Forces was apprehensive of the effects of preshipment.,

and it did cause a temporary decline in the flow of equipment to units
in training. In the long run the policy proved a benefit. The pres-
sure brought to bear on factories to turn out large quantities of
equipment so that it could be moved across the sea during the summer
and autumn months while British shipping and port facilities were
less strained than usual resulted in a speedup of production. More-
over, the release of equipment by units when they were ordered to
ports of embarkation made this equipment almost immediately available
to units in training. 2 58

In 1944 - 1945 equiment became available in increasingly large
quantities, but shortages were reported at various times and in cer-
tain items until the end of the war in Eu~Ne. In April 1945 the
Chief of the AGF Engineer Section stated: 5r

Until recently we had shortages of all types of equip-
ment. The situation improved for a while in the early months

of 1944, then it became bad again, as theater demands in-
creased and as the Army Service Forces began to call in
equipment for rehabilitation in preparation for overseas
shipment. For the past six months we have had only one
M-2 Treadway Bridge in the Army Ground Forces, and it had
to be used primarily for testing purposes; recently we
even lost that. The Ground Forces got its first 2t tondump truck for training purposes about February 1945.

Deficiencies were most common and most outstanding in newly developed
items, such as carrier equipment (for sending messages of various
frequencies over the same channel) and speech security equipment for
signal units and transporter equipment for ordnance units. 2 0

CONCLUSIONS

In the early period of Army Ground Forces, divisions enjoyed defin-
ite priority over the training of srare parts, particularly those
falling in service categories. The preferred status of the large units

4 +
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was manifest in the fact that detailed plan for the systematic pro-
duction of divisions was developed at the inception of the Army Ground
Forces, while a similar plan for the building and training of spare
parts was not formulated until March 1943, too late, in view of sub-
sequent personnel shortages, to be of great benefit. The initial
focusing of emphasis on divisional trainink was attributable in part
at least to the belief that small units could in general be trained
more quickly and with less difficulty than divisions. Experiences of
1942 indicated that this conception was unsound, and that the produc-
tion of dependable and smoothly functioning spare parts required no
less careful planning, no less close supervision, and hardly, if any,
less time than the larger units that they Oere to support in combat.
3ut serious and persistent personnel shortages permitted only a
partial application of this important lesson. The training of spare
parts received relatively greater emphasis after 1942, but even so,
the role of small units seems to have been secondary to that of divi-
sions as long as any of the latter remained in the Army Ground Forces;
and after the divisions left, the spotlight tended to turn to replac6-
ments. Reports of The Inspector General leave the impression that
personnel and training deficiencies of alerted units throughout the
history of the Army Ground Forces were much more common among spare
parts than among divisions.

Some of the Special Staff personnel of Headquarters, Army Ground
Forces, were strongly of the opinion that the training of service units
suffered because of a preference of the arms over the services in the
planning and the administration of the training program. They com-
plained of a reluctance in both Headquarters, Army Ground Forces, and
subordinate commands to take Special Staff o .cers fully into counsel
and to clothe them with essential authpcity. In April 1945, the
Ground Ordnance officer wrote to G-3:'40

There has been a continued tendency on the part of sub-
ordinate commands, as well as this headquarters, to de-
emphasize the responsibilities of the ordnance stflf officer
in these maintenance matters. In fact the Replacement and
School Command, for example, does not even have as a part of
its headquarters an ordnance section. Another typical example
is the Antiaircraft Command ... in which the ordnance offi-
cer of the command must justify to a representative of the
office of chief of staff the inspection or visit he plans to
make before he can make such an inspection to determine
maintenance practices and adequacy of maintenance training
in subordinate units ... Experience in theaters of opera-
tions has proven beyond any possible contention the naed
for strong Special Staff Sections to supervise, inspect and
advise in maintenance matters.

......................................-
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The Ground Ordnance officer a.so objected strongly. to what he regarded
as a neglect of the services in the training Programs prepared by G-3
for the second or Japanese phase of the war.2

The view was held by some that relegation of the services to a
secondary position in the Army Ground Forces caused an over-stressing
of military subjects in service units and the allotment of insufficient K
time and attention to functional training. "The overwhelming sentimint
of the theaters is that we should devote more time to training in
engineer duties," said the Ground Engineer in May 1945, "and less time
to marching and shooting. The theater people say that their primary
need is road builders but that we send them men who ar good at shoot-
ing and fighting but whore lacking in ability to organize and exe-
cute engineer projects. 2 6 4 V.

It is not unlikely that neglect of service units and of other
spare parts was often more imagined than real. However that may be,I:q it seems safe to conclude that despite many difficulties of Tersonrel,~ equipment, and supervision., the training of nondivisional units ima-

proved furing most df the AGF period and thpt units leaving port in
the early months of 1945 were considerably better qualified for per-forming their missions than were those sent overseas in 1942.

4...
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Jan 44,

74. History of AGF, Study No 12, The Buildi& and Training of
InfantryfDivisions, pp 2 - 5.

75. 11D memo (S) WDGCT 320.2 Gen (8-3-42) to CG AGF, 7 Aug 42, sub:
Pars and Tng Status of Units in the AGF. 320.2/283 (S).

76. Memo (3) of CG AGF for CofS USA, 9 Sep 42, sub as above. lbid.
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,,. AQr M. C)IS 0-3 to CofS, 2 Sep 42, sub as above. Ibid.

78. AGF memo (3) of G-4 for all Staff Secs, 2 Nov 42 and replies

thereto, sub: Activation Plan for Nondiv Units. Ibid.

79. AGF M/S (S), 0-1 to Plans, 16 Dec 42, sub as above, Ibid.

80. A I/S (S), Plans to fDofS, 19 Dec 42, sub as above. Lbd.

81. AGF M/S (5), 0-3 to Plans, 4 Dec 42, sub as above. Ibid,

82. Aa? MIS (S), Plans to DCofS, 19 Dec 42, tub as above. Ibid.

83. Aa? M/S (S), Gen McNair to CofS, 28 Dea 42, sub as above. Ibid.

84. AGF ltr (R) to COs 18 Mar 43, sub: Plan for Activation of
Nondiv Units. 320.2/192 (R).

85. Ibid.

86. Statement of Lt Col W. W. Johnson, AGF G-3 Activation and Cadre
Br, Mob Div to AGF Hist Off, 29 Jan 44.

87. AGl? ltr to CGs, 19 Oct 42, subs Tng Dir Effective November 1,
1942. 353/52 (Tng Dir).

88 Interviews sa. staff heads, Jan 1944. 314.7 (AGT Hist).

,89. Ibid.

90. (1) AGF memo, G-3 for CofS, 23 Jan 43, sub: Tng Program for,
Serv Units. 461/43 (MTP). (2) AGF )(/S,G-4 to CofS, 5 Feb 43, sub:
Tng Program for Serv Units. Originally consulted in AGF 0-3 353/43
(Tng, Gen); missing in records at date of final revision.

91. Interviews of sp staff heads, Jan 44.

92. Ibid.

93. (1) AGF M/S, G-3 to Gen McNair, 15 Jan 43, sub: FA UTP. 353/25P
(FA). (2) Ltr Gen McNair to CO R&SC, 16 Jan 43, sub- FA Tng Program.
353/252 (FA).

94. History of AGF, Study No 26, The Antiaircraft Command andCenter,
pp 31-35.

95. (1) Interviews of AGF Hist Off with Special Staff heads and mem-
ers of AGF G-3 Sec, Jan 44. (2) AGF ltr to CGs, 7 Jun 43, sub: Sup-

plement to Thg Dir Effective 1 Nov 42. 353/52 (Tng Dir).
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96. AGF ltr (C) to CG TDC, 12 Nov 42, sub: Reduction of Pers and
Vehicles. 320.2/340 (C). Similar letters were written to the other
commands conoerned.

97. _bift...

98. History of A(?, Study No 8, Reorganization of Ground Troops for
Combat pp 47-50.

99. "Ground Rules," incl to AGF ltr (0) to CG TDC, 12 Nov 42, sub:
Reduction of Pere and Vehicles. 320.2/340 (C).

100. Statement made in confidence to AGF ist Off by AGF Sp Staff
member, Jan 44.

101. (1) Statement of AGF Sig Off to AGF Hist Off, 26 Jan 44. (2)
Set for example AUF Bd AF Hq - NAO ltr (S) to CG AGF, 25 Jan 44, sub;
Rpt No 14 AGF Bd A? HQ - NATO. 319.1 (NATO)(S).

102. (1) AGF ltr to CoGs 29 Aug 43, sub: Revision of FA and TD
Tests. 353/52 (Trig Dir). 12) AGF ltr to CGs, 16 Aug 43, sub: Trig
Dir Effective 1 Nov 42. Ibid.

103. AGF ltv (R) to Cos, 26 kug 43, sub: Combat Intel Tng Tests.
o50.09/1 (R).

104. AGF ltr to CGs, 20 Jan 44, sub: Tng of Nondiv Combat and Serv
Units. 353.01/102.

105. (1) AGF MIS, CG to G-1, 10 Jan 44, sub: Request for Add T/
Adm Pers for AA Op. 320.2/7005. (2) Penciled notes (undated) of CofS
on AGF ltr (R) (draft) to Coo5 20 Mar 45, sub: Asgmt and Atchmt of AGF
Units. 321/78 (R).

106. AGF ltr to Cos, 24 Jan 44, sub: Adn Functioning of T/O Orgns,
and accompanying papers. 320.2/7005.

107. Statement of Lt Col R. T. Jones, AGF Rqmt Sec to AGF Hist Off,
10 May 45.

108. WD memo (S) of G-3 for OGs, AGF and ASF, 9 Aug 44, sub: In-
clusion of Adm and Sup Functions in Brig and Gp Hq. AGF Rqmts file
320.3/A (S).

109. Ibid.

110. AGF memo (S) for CofS USA, 13 Sep 44, sub as above. Ibid.
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il. WD memo (S) G-3 for CG AGF, 14 Sep 44, sub as above. Ibid.

112. Statement of following offs of AGF Rqmts Sec to AGF Hist Off

10 May 45: Lt Col E. V. Hungerford, Maj N. R. Richardson, Lt Col E.

Hall, Maj M. T. rdnonds, Maj I. F. Belser, and Lt Col R. T. Jones.

113. AGF memo (S) for CofS USA, 13 Sep 44, sub: Inclusion of Adm

and Sup Functions in Brig and Gp Hq, and accompanying papers. AGF Rqmts
file 320.3/A (S).

114. AGF Obsrs S?.PA Rpt (S) B-211, 11 Feb 45, sub: FA in the Leyte

Campaign, 20 Oct-31 Dec 44. 314.7 (AGF Hist).

115. Maj Gen J. A. Crane, "What Makes our Army," Military Feview,
XXIV, Sep /44, pp 3-7.

116. Personal ltr Maj Gen J. A. Crane to Cen McNair, 22 May 44.

McNair Correspondence.

117. Personal ltr Con McNair to Maj Gen J. I.. Crane, 29 May 44.

!bid.

118. Statement of Col A. L. Harding, AGF G-3 Sec to AGE Hist Off,

10 May 45.

119. (1) Cir 439 VD, 14 Nov 44. Italics authorvs. (2) M/R attached

to WD memo WVXCT 320.3 (31 Oct 44) for TAG, 31 Oct 44, sub: Change to

WD Cir 256, 1943. AGO Records, 322 (12 Oct 43) Case 2. Italics author's.

120. (1) AGF ltr (R) to comdrs concerned, 20 Mar 45, sub: Asgmt
and Atchmt of AGF Units, and accompanying papers. 321/78 (R). (2)
S emnt o~f Col A; L. Harding to AGF Hist Off, 10 May 45.

121. Ibid.

122. AGF ltr (R) to CGs, 13 Jul 44, sub: Functioning of Med, Ord,
and QM Gp Hq DeiSs. 320.2/334 (R).

123. AG? ltr (R) to CGs, 20 Mar 45, sub: Asgmt and Atchmt of AGF
Units. 321/78 (R).

124. Compiled from 320.2 (Comp Str)(C).

125. AGF M/S, OofS to CG, 11 Feb 44 (and accompanying papers), sub:
POM Functions: 370.5/4202.

126. Memo of Col S. E. Rall for G-4 AGF, 11 Jul 44, sub: Rpt of
Visit °oo 104th Inf Div and Otl-er AGF Units, Cp Carson, Colo, .... AGF
G-3 files 333.1/40 (Inspections by AGF Staff Offs).
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127. (1) AGF M/S (R), G-3 to CofS, 13 Mar 45, sub: Asgmt and Atchmt
of AGF units. 321/78 (R). (2) AG memo, G-1 to (-3, 1 May 44, sub:
Rpt of G-l Representative on Gen McNair's Inspection Trip, 23-29 Apr 44.
353.02/599 (AGF).

128. AGF M/S (R), C&RD to G-1, 11 Feb 44, sub: Almt of Classifica-
tion Off in Hq & Hq Dots Sp Trs. 322/103 (Hq and Hq Dets Sp Trs)(R).

129. AGF ltr (R) to CGs, 24 Mar 44, sub: Reorgn of Hq & Hq Dots
Sp Trs, Army and Sep Corps. Ibid.

130. AGF ltr (R) to CGs, 6 Jul 44, sub: Reorgn of Hq 0. Hq Dets Sp
Trs, Army and Corps. 322/106 (Hq and Hq Dots Sp Trs)(R).

131. (1) WD Itr (R) AG 322 (29 Jul 44)OB-I-GNOGCT-M to CG III Corps,
1 Aug, 44, sub: Peorgn and Iedesignation of the Hq & Hq Dot Sp Trs
III Corps. 322/1 (Hq andHq Dots Sp Trs AGF)(R). (2) AG? ltr (R) to
CGs, III Corps, 1st Armd Div, and 1st Hq and Hq Dot Sp Trs AGF, 12 Aug
44, sub: Release and Reasgmt of III Corps Units. 321/48 (R). (3)
Statement of Maj W. W. Wells, AGF G-1 Sec to AGF Hist Off, 10 May 45.

132. Statement of Maj C. C. Clark, AGF G-3 Sec to AGF Hist Off, 9
Apr 45.

133. (1) Statement of Maj C. C. Clark to AGF Hist Off, 9 Apr 45.
(2) AGF )tr (R) to CGs, 7 Oct 44, sub: Almt of Pers for Hq & Hq Dots
Sp Trs, Army and Sep Corps. Personnel for the Headquarters and Hb!d-
quarters Detac~ments wore placed in a bulk allotment by this-letter.
322/110 (Hq and Hq Dets Sp Trs)(R). (3) AGF ltr (R) to CGs, 29 Oct 44,
sub: Revised Almt of Pers for Certain Hq & Hq Dets Sp Trs. 322/111
(Hq and Hq Dot Sp Trs)(R).

134. AGF M/S (R) G-3 to DCofS, 13 Mar 45, sub: Asgmt and Atchmt of
AGF Units. 321/78 (R).

135. AGF M/S (R) G-3 to CofS, 19 Dec 44, sub as above, ._id.

136. This statement is based on interviews of various officers of
Hq AGF by the AGF Historical Officer, 1943 - 1945, and on a survey of
inspection reports of AGF officers filed in 353.02 (AGF)(Visits of AGF
Staff Offs).

137. History of AGF, Study No 3, Ground Forces in the War Army: A
Statistical Table; No 4, Mobilization of the Ground Amy; and No 8,
Reorganization of Ground Forces for Combat, contain pertinent data on
this topic. Also and especially No 9, Organization and Training of New
Mechanized Forces.
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138. History of ACF, Study No 3, Ground Forces in the War Amy: A
Statistical Table.

139. Ibid.

140. Statement of Col J. B. Hughes, AGF Engr Off to AGY Hist Off,28 Apr 45.

141. History of AGF, Study No 3, Ground Forces in the War Army: A
Statistical Table.

142. Statement of Col J. B. Hughes to AGF Hist Off, 28 Apr 45.

143. WD Troop Basis, 15 Jan 44, 1 Jul 44, and 1 Jan 45.

144. Ibid.

145. Ibid.i6

1i 6. Information compiled for AGF Hist Off by AGF Stat Sec, 15 May 45-

147. Ibid .

148. These statements are based on a survey of the "321" and "401.1"
files in the AGF AG Records and on interviews of various officers in AGF
special staff sections in pril - May 1945. The latter source will be
cited hereinafter as "Interviews of AGF Staff Officers." The officers
interviewed and the dates of interviews are as follows:

Lt Col G. J. Collins Med Sec 3 I.pr 45
Maj (later Lt Col) L. R. Watson Engr Sec 3 Apr 45
Col J. B. Hughes Engr Off 28 Apr 45
Col 0. K. Sadtler Sip Off 1 May 45
Col N. C. Snyder EX Off, Sig Sec 1 May 45
Maj (later Lt Col) G. T. Petersen Ord See 2-4 May 45
-1/ A. L. C reno Ord Sec 2--4 May 45
Brig 1en H. Edward CX Off 3 May 45
Maj G. R. Hill 9A Sec 3 M4ay 45

149. (1) Interviews of AGF Staff Offs. (2) Memo of Col Hans W.Holler for AGF En:r, 16 Aug 44, sub: Inspection of Units at CO Maxey,

Tex, and C, Howze, Tex, 8-14 Aug 44. 353.02/615 (AGF). (3) Memo ofMaj Clovis A. Brown, 31A Sec AGF, for C-4 AGF, 27 Nov 44, sub: Rpt of
Visit to ON Nondiv Units Located at Cp Polk, La and CO. Livingston, La,i
13-18 Nov 44. 353.02/717 (AGF).

150. Interw.ews of AGF Staff Offs.
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151. Statement of MaJ (later Lt Col) 0. T. Petersen, AGF Ord Sao

to AGF Hist Off, 2 May 45.

152. Statement of Col J. B. Hughes, AG? &igr Off to AGF H}ist Off,28 Apr 45.

153. Aff Obsrs MTO Rpt (S) A-323, 5 Mar 45, sub: Comments on Ques-
tions Pertaining to T."Dz .31,•7 (A,, , IIJ-.*

154. AGF Obsrs SWPA Rpt (C) B-236, 28 Mar 45, sub: Employment of
AAA Guns as Reinforcing FA. I-bid.

155. (1) AGF ltr to COGs, 15 Apr 44, sub: E1ployment of AAA Guns (Mbl)
and (Sem) in Secondary Roles. 353/610 (CA). (2) Memo of Lt Col (later
Col) V. B. Barnes for G-3 AGF, 30 Jun 44, sub: Rpt of Obsns Made on Visit
to Memphis, Tenn, Ft Riley, Kans, Cp Campbell, Ky, 13-17 Jun 44.
353.02/570 (AGF).

L56. AGF lr to CGs, 16 Apr 44, sub: Thg Dir for Sep Inf Regta.
353.01/I12.

157. AGF ltr to CG Second Army, 3 Jun 44, sub: Visit to Cp Chaffee,
Ark, 16-17 May 44. 353.02/554 (AGF).

158. Record of telephone conversation between Lt Col F. K. Mearnes,
Fourth Army and Col. V. B. Barnes, AGF, 31 Oct 44. G-3 file 0-00/893
(Telephone Conyversa tions).

159. () AGF HS, CofS to G-.3, 27 Jan 45, sub: WD G-3 Comments on

Our Tng at IARTCs. 353/216 (inf). (2) AGF M/S (C), G-3 to CofS, 17
Jan 45, sub: Regtl Comdrs, Sep Inf Regts. 353.02A15 (AGF)(C).

160. Regtl History, 140th Inf Regt. AGO Records.

161. AGF M/S (C), G-3 to CofS, 12 Dc 44, sub: Rocket Bns. 321/108 r.(FA) (C) i

162. (1) Statement of Col 0. K. Sadtler, AGF Sig Off to AGF Hist Off,

1 May 45. (2) AGF memo for CofS USA, 22 Dec 44, sub: Plan of Opn of
Proposed Sir, Rad Relay Co, T/0& 11-137. 321/929 (Sig).

163. Interviews of AGF Staff Offs.

164. Ibid.

165. (1) AGF ltr to CG AA Comd, 3 Dec 43, sub: Tests for AAA, and
accompanying papers. 353/52. (2) AGF ltr to CGs, 30 Jan 44 sub: Tng
Dirs Effective INov 42, and accompanying papers. 353.01/101 (Tng Dir).
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166. AGF ltr to CGs, 1 Aug 44, sub: AGF Test for AA Gun Bns as Re-
inforcing FA. 353/52 (Tng Dir).

167. AGF ltr to CGs, 10 Nov 44, sub: Indirect Fire Test for Tanks
and TD Units. 35-3.4/230.

168. The revised teste (and accompanying papers) are filed in 353.01

/52 (Tng Dir).

169. (1) AGF 1tr (R) to CGs, 1 Apr 44, sub: Supervision of Tng of
Sub Units. 353.204 (S). (2) AGF ltr to CGs, 27 Jul 44, sub: Tech In-

spections of Serv Units. 353/2321.

170. Interviews of AGF Staff Offs.

171. AGF ltr to Cs, 27 Jul 44, sub: Tech Inspections of Serv Units.
353/2321.

172. (1) Ibid. (2) AGF ltr to CGs, 26 Oct 44, sub: Q( Unit Tng

Tests. 352/251(x).

173. Ibid.

174. AGF units reported "not ready' by TIG, Jan 44 - Mar 45, inclu-

sive, by quarters, were:

lst Quarter 2d Q ar er 3d Quarter 4th Quarter ist Quarter
Units _ units T Units L Uni Units

43 13 22 11 21 9 27 11 13 7.8

See: (1) AGF ltr (R) to CGs, 21 Jan 45, sub: Readiness of Units for
Movement Overseas. 352/1257 (Read)(R). (2) AGF ltr (R) to CGs, 24 Apr
45, sub as above. 353/1447 (Read)(R).

175. AGF ltr to CGs, 14 Jul 44, sub: bccelerated Tng of Nondiv
Units. With enclosed chart. 353.01/124.

176. Ibid.

177. Interiews of AGF Staff Offs.
I

178. VWD memo WDGCT 353 (6 Jan 44) to CGs AAF, AGF, ASF, 6 Jan 44,

sub: Responsibility for Tng of Serv Units. 353/2301.

179. Thi statement is based on study of the 1944 Troop Basis and

various revisions thereof, 320.2 (Tr Basis)(S).
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180. See above, pp 79-80.

181. (1) ASF memo SPSHP 353 Gen, CSieO ASF for CG ASF, 18 Jan 45,
sub: Integration of Photographic Tng with rD Pictorial Rqmts. 353/304
(Sig). (2) AGF ltr to COG ASF, 26 Feb 44, sub: Tng of Sig Photographic
Cos. Ibid.

182. Interviews of AGF Staff Offs.

183. Ibid. F

1
184. Statement of Col (later Brig Gen) H. Edward, (X AGF to AGF

Hist Off, 3 May 45.

185. (1) Statement of Col 0. K. Sadtler, Sig Off AGF to AGF Hist Off,
1 May 45. (2) ASF 1st ind, 27 Nov 44, to memo of CSigO for CG ASF, 21
Nov 44, sub: Tng Dir for Sig Dep Corns. 353.01/150.

186. Interviews of AGF Staff Offs.

187. Statement of Col J. B. Hughes, Engr Off AGF to AGF Hist Off,
28 Apr 45.

188. Statement of Col N. C. Snyder, Sig Sec AGF to AGF Hist Off,

10 Jan 45.

189. 728th Engr Dep Co memo for Engr Sup Off, ASF Dep, Memphis,
Term, 14 Aug 44, sub: Memo, attached to AGF ltr to CG XXII Corps, 2
Sep 44, sub: Tng of Engr Dep Cos at ASF Deps. 353/216 (Engr).

190. Statement of Col J. B. Hughes to AGF Hist Off, 28 Apr 45.

191. Statement of Col 0. K. Sadtler to AG? Hist Off, 1 May 45.

192. Ltr ASF Dep, Ogden, Utah to CofEngrs, USA, 22 Sep 44, sub:
As~pt of Engr Dep Cos. 353/221 (Engr).

193. Statements of QM Off AGF, 3 May 45, and Maj (later Lt Col)
G. T. Petersen, Ord AGF, 2 May 45, to AGF Hist Off.

194. Statement of Maj L. R. Watson, Engr AGF to AGF Hist Off, 21
May 45.

195. Statement of Q Off, V(F to AGF Hist Off, 3 May 45.

196. Statement of Sig Off, AGF to AGF Hist Off, I May 45.

197. (1) Statement of Col J. B. Hughes to AGF Hist Off, 28 Apr 45.
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(2) AGF M/S, Engr to G-3 Trg Div, 27 May 44, sub: Tn? in Parts Sup
Dep Porcedure.

198. Statement of Sig Off AGF to AGF Hist Off, 1 May 45.

199. Statement of Yaj 0. T. Petersen, Ord Sec AGF to AGF Hist Off,
2 May 45.

200. AGF M/S, Sig Sec to CofS, 8 Sep 44, sub: Tng Agencies. 314.7
(AGF Hist).

201. Interviews of AGF Staff Offs.

202. Ibid.

203. (1) "Comoarative Strength of AGF." 320.2 (Comp Str)(S). Fig-
ures for 31 December 1942 are distinctive in that they include authorized
overstrenrth (5% or 15%). (2) Comparative strength compilations in files
of AGF Stat Sec.

204. Interviews of sp staff heads, Jan 44.

205. AGF memo (C) to CofS USA, 9 Nov 42, sub: Repl Deps. 320.2
/222 (C).

206. (1) Second Army ltr to CG AGF, 30 Jul 42, sub: A Studr Showing
the Delay in Achieving Combat Proficiency Due to Receiving Filler Repls
in Small Increments. 341/8 (Second Army).

207. Memo (C) of Gen McNair for Gen Marshall, 2 Feb 43, sub: Disci-
pline of Trs in North Africa. 353/ (0TO)(C).

208. History of AGF, Study No 29, The Tank Destroyer History, Chap
XI, p5.

209. Statement of Col J. B. Hitches, AGF Engr to AGF Hist Off, 29
Jan 44.

210. See History of AGF, Study No 6, The Procurement and Branch
Distribution of Officers.

211. (1) "Comparative Strength of AGF." 320.2 (Comp Str)(S). (2)
Comparative Strength compilations in files of AGF Stat Sec.

212. Eleventh ind (C) by Brig Gen Russell G. Barkalow to notice of
Reclassification Proceedings (undated, but Feb 44). 322.98/96 (Comdrs)
(5).
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213. See History of AG?, Study No 6, The Procurement and Branch
Distribution of Officers.

214. Memo (C) of Gen McNair for Gen Marshall, 2 Feb 43, sub: Disci-
pline on Trs in North Africa. 353/1 (MTO)(C)o

215. Interviews of AGF Hist Off with AGF offs Lt Col L. H. Harrison,
Ord Sec, 27 Jan 44, Maj R. E. Peters, Ord Sec, 28 Jan 44, and Cc! G. C.
Black, Sig Off, 28 Jan 44.

216. Interviews of AGF Hist Off with Lt Col L. H. Harrison and Maj

R. E. Peters, AGF Ord Sec, 27-28 Jan 44.

217. Memo (C) of Gen Marshall for Gen MANair, 1 Feb 43, sub: Disci-
pline of Trs in North Africa. 353/1 (NTO)(C).

218. Memo (S) of Col H. J. atchett for Maj Gen M. R. White, WD,
29 Apr 43, sub: Informal Conference with the CofS. Originally con-
sulted in WD G-3 Records "Negro File" (S); document missing i.n records
at date of final revison.

2L9. Personal ltr (C) of Brig Gen (later Maj Gen) Floyd Parks, CofS
AGF to Maj Gen R. H. Bull, 8 Aug 42. 333.1/32 (Inspections, Fld Forces)(C).

220. "Comparative Strength of AGF," 31 Dec 43. 320.2/104 (Comp
Str)(S).

221. Statement of Col J. B. Hughes, AGF Engr to AGF Mist Off, 29
Jan 44.

222. Data furnished by Lt Col G. J. Collins, AGF Med See, 28 Jan 44.

223. Memo of Lt Col (later Col) Barksdale Hamlett for G-3 AGF, 23
May 44, sub: Visit to Ft Sill, Okla. Cp Bowie, Tex, Ft Sam Houston,
Tex, R&SC, and Ft Bragg, N.C. 14-19 May 44. AGF G-3 file 333.1/222
(Inspections by AG? Staff Offl.

224. Statement of Lt Col (later Col) L. C. Gilbert, Gd Engr See, to
AGF Hist Off. 21 Jan 46.

225. Memo of Lt Col G. S. Witters, Engr See AGF for G-3 AGF, 18 Jul
44, sub: Rpt of Inspection Trip, Cp Carson, Colo, Cp McCoy, Wisc. AGF
G-3 file 333.1/286 (Inspections by AGF Staff Off).

226. Statement of Maj E. S. Chapman, Med Sec AGF to A(7 Hist Off,
3 Apr 45.

227. Memo (R) of Maj R. G. Hill, CM Sec AGF for G-4 AGF, 11 Nov 44,
sub; Rpt of Visit to Hq & Hq Det Sp Trs Fourth Army, Cp Swift, Tex, 30



Oct - 3 Nov 44. 353.02/49 (AGF)(R).

228. This statement is basod on a study of AGF inspection reports
filed in AGF G-3 file 333.1 (Inspections by AGF Staff Off) and AGF AG
file 353.02.

229. AGW memo (C) for CofS USA, 16 say 44, sub: Overstrength of
Units to Equalize Losses through Attrition. 320.2/428 (C).

230. AGF M/S, C-1 to CotS, 13 Sep 44, sub: Per. Turnover. 333.1/1621.

231. Ibid.

232. Remarks of Col J. H. Banville,. Rpt of Gen Lear's Conference
with AGF Units at Ft Ord, 26 Aug 44. 353.02/635 (AGF).

233. Memo of Maj Clovis A. -Brown, 01 Sec AGF for G-4 AG?, 27 Nov 44,
sub: Rpt of Visit to 0( Nondiv Units Located at Cp Polk, La, and Cp
Livingston, La, 13-18 Nov 44. 353.02/717 (AGF).

234. lst ind, 9 Jan 45, by Fourth Army to AGF ltr (C) to CG Fourth
Amy, 31 Dec 44, sub: Adjustment of Unit Str. 320.2/489 (C).

235. See History of AG?, Study No 21, Preparation of Units for Over-
seas Movement.

236. AGF M/S, Engr Sec to Sig, G-3, and 0-4 Secs, 23 Oct 44, sub:
Draft No 2, POM. 370.5/227.

237. Memo of Col H. W. Holmer, AGF Engr Sec for AGF Engr, 16 Mar 44,
sub: Rpt of Inspection Trip. 353.02/491 (AG?).

238. Statements of G-3s, Second and Fourth Armies at Dedepl Confer-
enoes, Hq AGF, 27-28 Mar 45.

239. Memo of Maj (later Lt Col) G. H. Murphy, 0-1 AC? for CofS AGF,
10 Nov 44, sub: Inspection of Physical Profile Records and Procedures.
353402/712 (AGF).

240. Ibid.

241. Interviews with AGF Staff Offs.

242. Ibid.

243. Memo of Lt Col V. B. Barnes for G-3 AGF, 2Z Jun 44, sub: Rpt
of Obsns Made on Visit to IMemphis, Tenn, Ft Riley, Kane, and Cp Campbell,
Ky, 13-17 Jun 44. 353.02/570 (AG).
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244. Interviews of AGF Staff Offs.

245. Memo of Maj (later Lt Col) Robert D. Durst, G-1 Sec AGF for G-3
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